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Hurricanes pepper Panthers goalie with 47 shots, run NHL preseason record to 3-0 

By Justin Pelletier and Chip Alexander 

Many of the Carolina Hurricanes’ veterans saw regular action 
Saturday against the Florida Panthers in the team’s third 
preseason game of 2022, but unquestionably the busiest 
player on the PNC Arena ice was Florida goalie Spencer 
Knight. 

The young keeper, who just recently signed a 3-year, $13.5 
million contract extension with the Panthers, was on the 
receiving end of 47 Carolina shots Saturday in a 4-3 
Hurricanes win. 

The young keeper, who just recently signed a 3-year, $13.5 
million contract extension with the Panthers, was on the 
receiving end of 47 Carolina shots Saturday in a 4-3 
Hurricanes win. 

▪ Welcome to Raleigh, Brent Burns: A pair of goals from the 
Hurricanes’ expected power-play quarterback will do well to 
ingratiate the NHL veteran to his new fan base. That neither 
of the goals game on the power play is likely of little 
consequence.. 

Burns’ first strike of the afternoon came with the teams 
skating 4-on-4 in the first period after an ill-advise Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi penalty wiped out a power play chance. 

Shortly after the initial faceoff at 4-on-4, Burns crisscrossed 
with forward Teuvo Teravainen at the top of the zone, slid to 
the top of the right circle and fired a wrist shot toward the 
cage. Knight appeared to lose sight of the puck through a 
multiple-layer screen in front and the puck found its way into 
the back of the cage to put the Canes on top, 1-0. 

In the third, Burns was pinching in deep along the right wall, 
collected the puck deep in the offensive corner and whipped 
it toward the net from a sharp angle. It caromed off Knight 
and slipped short-side into the net to put the Canes on top, 
4-3. 

Burns, a six-time NHL All-Star defender and two-time Norris 
Trophy finalist — he won in 2017 — is expected to 
quarterback the Canes’ power play, replacing Tony 
DeAngelo in that role after the latter departed in the 
offseason for Philadelphia. Burns spent the first six years of 
his career with the Minnesota Wild before playing the past 11 
seasons with the San Jose Sharks. 

▪ Andrei Svechnikov’s strong start: There’s no denying 
Svechnikov’s talent, and the young winger has made quite 
an impression on the Hurricanes and their fans since being 
drafted second overall by the Canes in 2018. He’s been 
among the team leaders in almost every major offensive 
category, and for the past couple of seasons, he’s been on 
the precipice of true NHL stardom. 

▪ Andrei Svechnikov’s strong start: There’s no denying 
Svechnikov’s talent, and the young winger has made quite 
an impression on the Hurricanes and their fans since being 

drafted second overall by the Canes in 2018. He’s been 
among the team leaders in almost every major offensive 
category, and for the past couple of seasons, he’s been on 
the precipice of true NHL stardom. 

Yes, it’s still preseason. And yes, it’s a small sample size 
against several players who may or may not make other 
clubs’ NHL rosters. But that Svechnikov has scored twice 
already in two games, totaled four points and eight shots on 
net, all while taking no penalties, is an encouraging sign for 
the Russian winger. 

He also wowed the crowd late in the third period Saturday 
with a slick dangle that resulted in the team’s 47th (and final) 
shot on net, slipping the puck between his legs before 
kicking it back to his forehand for a quick shot. 

He also wowed the crowd late in the third period Saturday 
with a slick dangle that resulted in the team’s 47th (and final) 
shot on net, slipping the puck between his legs before 
kicking it back to his forehand for a quick shot. 

Saturday afternoon, it was Freddie Andersen’s turn for some 
preseason playing time. The Canes’ workhorse last season 
during the regular season before a late-season injury 
sidelined him, Andersen is playing with a clean bill of health 
coming into the 2022-23 campaign. 

The thinking is that he and Raanta will split time a bit more 
evenly this season. 

There was no splitting time Saturday. Andersen played the 
complete game against the Panthers, allowing three goals on 
10 shots while the defense played well in front of him in 
limiting Florida’s opportunities. 

Canes Sign De Haan 

The Hurricanes’ preseason roster building — and salary cap 
juggling — continued Saturday. Before the team’s home 
preseason game against the Florida Panthers, the Canes 
announced they have signed defenseman Calvin de Haan, 
who’d previously played for the team, to a one-year contract 
worth $850,000. 

“We obviously knew Calvin from his previous time in 
Carolina,” Hurricanes GM Don Waddell said in a news 
release. “We like what we’ve seen from him in camp and saw 
this as an opportunity to increase our depth on the back 
end.” 

De Haan previously played for the Hurricanes in 2018-19, 
appearing in 74 regular-season games while scoring a goal 
and adding 13 assists. De Haan also appeared in 12 playoff 
games that season — the team’s first of four consecutive 
playoff appearances — and contributed one goal in the 
postseason, as well. 

The move adds depth to the Canes’ blue line, which boasts 
one of the best top-fours in the league with Jaccob Slavin, 
Brett Pesce, Brady Skjei and the newly acquired Brent 
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Burns. But the remaining three or four defensive positions 
were very much up for grabs. Signing de Haan appears to 
indicate one of those positions is sewn up for the Canes. 

Returning defender Ethan Bear is among those in 
consideration for the final position or two, along with Jalen 
Chatfield, who played most of last season with the Chicago 
Wolves of the AHL. 

The Canes also acquired dependable defender Dylan 
Coghlan in the trade with Vegas that also brought in injured 
veteran forward Max Pacioretty, making the blue line a 
crowded spot this preseason. 

Hurricanes Notch 5-2 Road Win at Florida 

Carolina Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour decided to go 
with younger prospects and players fighting for roster spots 
Thursday in the Canes’ second preseason game. 

The Florida Panthers, in turn, went more of a more veteran 
lineup that included former Canes captain Eric Staal. 

Edge, Panthers? 

Not this night. The Canes scored twice on the power play 
and added another goal shorthanded in notching a 5-2 
victory. 

“Obviously with our lineup we were missing some pretty big 
pieces,” Brind’Amour said after the game. “But the guys who 
were in there really competed hard. I know it’s just a 
preseason game, but that’s the only way you’d have a 
chance to win against a team like that. 

“I thought overall it was just a great effort, which is what you 
want to see this time of year when you’re tying to build 
something, and with new guys.” 

One of the Canes veterans Wednesday was goalie Antti 
Raanta. In net for the first time since a Game 7 playoff loss 
to the New York Rangers, he had several quality stops 
among his 20 saves in the first two periods before being 
replaced by Zach Sawchenko in the third. 

The Canes topped Tampa Bay 5-1 on Tuesday in their 
preseason opener at PNC Arena with many of their regulars 
playing against a young Lightning lineup, and with a 
predictable result. Carolina scored three times on the power 
play and rolled to an easy win. 

Asked Thursday morning if that might be the case in the 
Canes’ second game, that their prospects might be 
overmatched against Florida’s older lineup on the road, 
Brind’Amour said: ”If it doesn’t, if it works in our favor, then 
someone is playing well, someone’s standing out.” 

Asked Thursday morning if that might be the case in the 
Canes’ second game, that their prospects might be 
overmatched against Florida’s older lineup on the road, 
Brind’Amour said: ”If it doesn’t, if it works in our favor, then 
someone is playing well, someone’s standing out.” 

Their goals in the second period came after Stefan Noesen 
had given the Canes a 1-0 lead with a power-goal goal and 
Derek Stepan had scored shorthanded to make it 2-0 in the 
first. 

Defenseman Dylan Coghlan, who had three assists in the 
first preseason game, assisted on Noesen’s goal, again 
unloading a big shot from the point. He also blocked a game-
high five shots. 

Jack Drury tipped in the rebound of a Calvin de Haan shot 
past goalie Sergei Bobrovsky in the third to push the Canes’ 
lead to 5-1. 

Sam Bennett scored for the Panthers in the second as 
Gustav Forsling and Eetu Luostarinen, two former Canes, 
had assists. Defenseman Brandon Montour scored in the 
third for Florida against Sawchenko. 

Canes defenseman Ethan Bear and the Panthers’ Matthew 
Tkachuk mixed it up briefly in the third, 

The Hurricanes and Panthers will play again Saturday in a 1 
p.m. game at PNC Arena. Defensemen Brent Burns and 
Jaccob Slavin, who sat out the first two preseason games, 
should get their first game action.
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Preseason Recap: Burns Scores Twice In Debut, Canes Beat Cats Again 

Canes move to 3-0 in exhibition play 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - Defenseman Brent Burns found the back of 
the net twice in his first game action with the Carolina 
Hurricanes Saturday, pushing his new club past the Florida 
Panthers by a score of 4-3. 

Three Things 

1) Making A Good First Impression 

It's been nearly three months since Brent Burns was dealt to 
Raleigh and today he wasted little time making his presence 
felt. 

On his first shift he broke up an attempted outlet pass by 
Florida, saving a potential breakaway with his stick. 

A handful of minutes later he got it done on the offensive 
end, striking during four-on-four play. Just 6:12 into the game 
the six-time All-Star threw a puck on from the blue line, one 
that would sneak in-between a battling Jordan Staal and 
Michael Del Zotto before continuing by Spencer Knight. 

In the third period he was able to double down, banking one 
in from behind the goal line. Collecting a rebound kicked to 
his defensive post, #8 jumped up in the zone with it, staying 
to the glove side of Florida's netminder before utilizing a Cats 
defender to his advantage. 

In total Burns would play 22:40, finishing with his two goals 
on four shots. 

2) Control The Controllables 

Although Florida made a push during the second period to 
take a 3-2 lead, the Canes were the aggressors in terms of 
offensive attack all afternoon. 

They battled back courtesy of Martin Necas and Burns' 
second of the afternoon, eventually concluding the contest 
with a shots advantage of 47-10. 

Ondrej Kase and Calvin de Haan were credited with co-
leading the way, each having six shots credited. 

3) Signed, Sealed, Delivered 

Speaking of de Haan, the defenseman will officially be a 
Hurricane this season. 

Minutes prior to warmups the team announced that they'd 
inked the veteran defenseman to a one-year contract worth 
$850,000. 

Previously playing for the Hurricanes during the 2018-19 
season, de Haan came to the team's training camp on a 
tryout offer. Playing in both of the team's preseason wins 
over Florida, #4 gives the team more depth on the left side of 
their defense. 

 They Said It 

Rod Brind'Amour on the overall performance today... 

"Their goalie was great. They capitalized on a couple 
chances, but forget the score. We're not really concerned 
with that. It's how we play and we're fine. I thought we played 
pretty well, we played really hard and we should look at it 
that way when the lineups are how they were. It was a good 
night." 

Brent Burns offering thoughts on his first action in Canes 
gear... 

"It was fun. It was fun to get to see the guys from this side of 
it. There's a lot of skill and the skill works hard. That's the 
biggest thing. It was fun to be a part of." 

Calvin de Haan on his newly signed contract... 

"I took the PTO for a reason. I want to be here. I know this 
team has championships on their mind. That's kind of the 
older hockey age in me now. I want a chance to win and I 
think this team has a good opportunity. At the same time I 
think I can help and be a big part of this team, just like when 
we went to the conference finals. My wife and I are familiar 
with this area and it's a great place to play hockey."
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De Haan signs one-year, $850,000 contract with Hurricanes 

Defenseman was in training camp on professional tryout 

Calvin de Haan signed a one-year, $850,000 contract with 
the Carolina Hurricanes on Saturday. 

The 31-year-old defenseman had eight points (four goals, 
four assists) in 69 games for the Chicago Blackhawks last 
season and was an unrestricted free agent. He had been in 
Hurricanes training camp on a professional tryout contract. 

"I took a PTO here for a reason. I want to be here, and this 
team has got championships on their mind," de Haan said. 
"I'm on the older side of hockey age now so I want to a 
chance to win, and this team has got a good opportunity. I 
think I can help and be a part of this team, just like the time 
we went to the (Eastern) Conference Final (in 2019)." 

De Haan signed a four-year contract with the Hurricanes on 
July 3, 2018, scoring 14 points (one goal, 13 assists) in 74 

games in 2018-19 before he was traded to the Blackhawks 
on June 25, 2019. 

"We obviously knew Calvin from his previous time in 
Carolina," Hurricanes general manager Don Waddell said. 
"We like what we've seen from him in camp and saw this as 
an opportunity to increase our depth on the back end." 

Selected by the New York Islanders in the first round (No. 
12) of the 2009 NHL Draft, de Haan has 119 points (19 
goals, 100 assists) in 520 regular-season games with the 
Blackhawks, Hurricanes and Islanders, and five points (one 
goal, four assists) in 37 Stanley Cup Playoff games.  

"He's a veteran presence on the blue line," coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said. "We all know the game is about keeping 
the puck out of your own net. You've got to have it. There's a 
guy who's been around, and obviously he's been here 
before. He understands how we want to play and he's a guy 
you can count on. I think that's what he's all about."

 

 

 

 

Hurricanes sign defenceman Calvin de Haan to 1-year, $850K contract 

The Carolina Hurricanes signed defenceman Calvin de Haan 
to a one-year, $850,000 contract Saturday.  

De Haan, who previously played with Carolina during the 
2018-19 season, rejoined the Hurricanes last month after 
signing a professional tryout ahead of training camp. 

“We obviously knew Calvin from his previous time in 
Carolina,” general manager Don Waddell said in a 
statement. “We like what we’ve seen from him in camp and 

saw this as an opportunity to increase our depth on the back 
end.” 

The 31-year-old from Carp, Ont., was drafted 12th overall by 
the New York Islanders in 2009.  

De Haan has played 520 career NHL games with 119 points 
(19 goals and 100 assists) over 10 seasons with the 
Islanders, Hurricanes and Chicago Blackhawks.
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Hurricanes Sign de Haan to One-Year Deal 

The Carolina Hurricanes have signed defenseman Calvin de 
Haan to a one-year deal after inviting him to training camp. 

By Mike Stephens 

A familiar face is heading back to Raleigh.  

After accepting an invite to training camp back in August, 
defenseman Calvin de Haan has seemingly made a good 
enough impression to stick around, agreeing to terms on a 
one-year contract with the Carolina Hurricanes on Saturday 
worth $850,000.  

This is not de Haan's first tenure in Carolina, having played 
for the club back in the 2018-19 season.  

Look, de Haan is far from the jack of all trades he was 
throughout his heyday. But for a budding contender like the 
Hurricanes looking to add veteran stability to their third pair, 
there are certainly worse options available.  

On a bad Blackhawks roster last season, de Haan struggled 
to produce much of anything at even-strength, getting caved 
in to the tune of a 45.48 percent expected goal share while 
generating a scant 45.21 percent of the available scoring 
chances, too.  

The Blackhawks were a disaster both on and off the ice last 
season, though, with almost no member of their beleaguered 
ranks walking away with career-best numbers.  

Despite the chaos, de Haan still logged nearly 19 minutes 
per night over roughly 70 games while moving the puck quite 
well. In a better environment with less responsibility on his 
shoulders, which the Hurricanes will assuredly give him, 
perhaps de Haan returns to being the versatile depth anchor 
he's always been.  

It's not a massive ask. And at just a smidge above the 
league minimum rate, de Haan is a worthwhile add with the 
regular season creeping closer on the horizon. 

 

 

 

Burns leads Canes to preseason win over Panthers  

The Canes won again Saturday, this time beating the 
Panthers 4-3 thanks to two goals from Brent Burns.  

By Alec_Sawyer 

The Carolina Hurricanes continued on their preseason tear 
Saturday, beating the Florida Panthers 4-3 to move to 3-0.  

Brent Burns was the story for the Canes, as the newcomer 
on the blue line scored two goals including the game winner 
in the third period. Burns also scored the opener just 6:12 
into the game.  

Andrei Svechnikov and Martin Necas also found the net for 
the Canes, as Carolina outshot the Panthers 47-10.  

Florida did all of its damage in the first 10 minutes of the 
second period, as Rudolfs Balcers, Ryan Lomberg and Zac 
Dalpe all got goals past Frederick Andersen, who made eight 
saves.  

Burns and Svechnikov got the scoring started in the first 
period, both on great shots that beat Spencer Knight. 

After Florida took a 3-2 lead, Necas brought the Canes back 
even with another nice goal. Burns struck again midway 
through the third to win the game.  

The Canes will be back in action Monday night against 
Columbus.
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article266594551.html 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/preseason-recap-burns-scores-twice-in-debut-canes-beat-cats-again/c-335965970 
https://www.nhl.com/news/calvin-de-haan-signs-one-year-contract-with-carolina-hurricanes/c-335964460 
https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/hurricanes-sign-defenceman-calvin-de-haan-to-1-year-850k-contract/ 

https://thehockeynews.com/news/hurricanes-sign-de-haan-to-one-year-deal 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/10/1/23382236/burns-leads-canes-to-preseason-win-over-panthers 
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Carolina Hurricanes 2022-23 season preview: Playoff chances, projected 
points, roster rankings 

 

Dom Luszczyszyn, Shayna Goldman, Sean Gentille 

19-24 minutes 01/10/2022 

 

The Carolina Hurricanes found a solution to their longest-standing 
problem: They needed top-end talent, so they figured out which teams 
were giving it away for free. 

Max Pacioretty, a goal-scoring winger with a history of playoff heroics, 
and Brent Burns, a still-productive, top-pair unicorn, were both on the 
summer trade market for different reasons, but the results were close 
enough. 

Now, both are in Raleigh and tasked with leading the Hurricanes as far 
into the playoffs as the numbers suggest they should go. Pacioretty will 
have to do it after recovering from an Achilles’ tendon injury, and at his 
age, that’ll be no simple task but the regular season isn’t what counts 
here. Not anymore. 

For years, the Hurricanes have benefited from their plucky underdog 
status. Their offseason suggests that, as an organization, they’re more 
serious than ever about moving beyond that. They should be. Anything 
less than a deep playoff run will be a disappointment. 

The projection 

With full health, the Hurricanes would’ve been right there with the other 
teams in the top five. Pacioretty was a big-time acquisition, one the 
model loves for his finishing talent and play-driving ability – but that also 
means he’s a big-time loss to the team’s bottom line. He’s a three-win 
player, but is only projected to play 30 of 82 games this season, cutting 
two wins out of Carolina’s point projection. 

He should be back in time for the playoffs though and that helps give 
Carolina the sixth-best odds at winning it all this season at 7.1 percent. 
When fully healthy, there are few teams that look as complete as the 
Hurricanes do with depth at every position. It’s why Carolina projects to 
finish with 102.9 points this season, even without one of its best offensive 
weapons missing a majority of the season. That’s enough to make the 
playoffs 90 percent of the time, a virtual lock. 

It’s very hard to see a way Carolina misses the postseason this year and 
the Hurricanes enter 2022-23 as rightful favorites to win the Metropolitan 
Division. They do so 41 percent of the time and have a decent chance at 
being one of the league’s very best teams – as they have been for the 
past two seasons. Carolina has finished third in the league for two 
straight years, arriving as a legitimate Stanley Cup contender. 

But even the best teams in the league come with some questions and 
concerns. What separates contenders from non-contenders is simply that 
there are fewer questions. No team is perfect and as complete as the 
Hurricanes look, they aren’t without flaws. 

One reason the team doesn’t rank higher is the much-discussed It Factor 
that the team’s top players lack, sometimes referred to as oomph-per-60. 
The Hurricanes enter the season with the eighth-highest projected point 
total and fifth best when fully healthy. That’s very good, but the 
Hurricanes would not have the best player in a matchup with any of the 
four teams rated higher. 

Star power is not the end-all, be-all – but the team’s lack of it was part of 
their demise in each of their last two playoff losses. The Hurricanes are a 
deep team, but can they win it all with their top end as currently 
constructed? 

The big question 

Can Jesperi Kotkaniemi fill Vincent Trocheck’s shoes at second-line 
center? 

Subtractions of key players is only natural in the salary cap era, and this 
year the Hurricanes may feel it after Vincent Trocheck departed as a free 
agent. Trocheck was their second-line center for the last two-plus 
seasons. Now, they’re hoping it’s a void that Jesperi Kotkaniemi can fill 
after extending him for eight years and $4.82 AAV last spring. 

There may be some doubt based on the surface alone. At this point, his 
career high is just 34 points in his rookie year and he’s coming off 29 
points in 66 games in his first season in Carolina. 

From an ice time perceptive, Trocheck played around 18 minutes in all 
situations as the Canes’ 2C. Kotkaniemi, to this point, has yet to exceed 
the 15-minute mark in his NHL career. So no matter what, there’s going 
to be a jump in usage in this expanded role. 

What works in Kotkaniemi’s favor is that he may not be expected to go 
up against top competition. For the Hurricanes, that’s a workload that 
Sebastian Aho and Jordan Staal generally have split. So the center may 
not be as sheltered this season, but he won’t be exposed either. 
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Even after joining a new team, we haven’t seen the best that Kotkaniemi 
has to offer at the NHL level. But a year ago, some of his top comps 
included Aleksander Barkov, Mika Zibanejad, and Ryan O’Reilly which 
helped show just how high his ceiling might be despite the results not 
being that just yet. 

After a season with the Hurricanes, his top comps have dwindled. Now, 
the likes of Tanner Pearson, Rickard Rakell, Anders Bjork, Jack Skille, 
and Tom Kuhnhackl appear at the top of the list. That’s a much less 
enticing future that could be cause for concern. It’s possible Kotkaniemi 
is a late bloomer, and his usage in the bottom-six didn’t allow him to pop 
off. But now he’s going to have the opportunity for exactly that with 
Trocheck out of the picture, and the Hurricanes need for their investment 
to pay off. 

Carolina can take solace in the fact that he’s among the top forecheckers 
not just on the team, but in the league. He can be counted on to recover 
dump-ins and pressure his opponents. And at five-on-five, Kotkaniemi 
has shown that he can generate offense off the cycle. So far with 
Carolina, he hasn’t been the puck-carrier on his line which explains why 
he doesn’t tend to create chances in transition. But pairing him with the 
right linemates — maybe one (or two) of Andrei Svechnikov, Teuvo 
Teravainen, and Martin Necas — could take care of that. 

Kotkaniemi’s offense, to this point with the Hurricanes, has trended 
toward passing anyway. He earned a high rate of primary shot assists in 
the bottom six and showed playmaking upside. While that may not match 
what Trocheck brought, since he could pass to his teammates and create 
his own chances, it still is valuable. And now with second-line caliber 
linemates who might have more puck-moving instincts than the bottom-
sixers in Carolina, he could be in a better position to shoot as well. 

Kotkaniemi has shown some defensive upside; the Hurricanes conceded 
2.33 fewer shot attempts against per 60 while he was deployed last 
season. And the team created more shots for in those minutes as well. 
Now there has to be some work in the quality department, on both ends 
of the ice. But that’s not necessarily too different from Trocheck this last 
year, either. He didn’t thread the needle as much offensively, below the 
surface, nor was he as much of a positive in his own end. So if 
Kotkaniemi can at least maintain the one side of his game, while working 
on the other, there’s legitimate potential here. 

Relying on that potential is risky, but at least there are other options in 
the interim if necessary. Staal could move up to play 2C. Paul Stastny 
could shift back down the middle as well, whether at 2C or 3C if 
Kotkaniemi needs to move to the wing to get his feet wet in the middle-
six. That gives Kotkaniemi some breathing room for now, but in the long-
run it’s a role he’s going to have to fill since Carolina’s committed to him 
long-term. 

The wildcard 

Is Seth Jarvis the real deal? 

For those of us who don’t pay particularly close attention to prospects, 
Jarvis is an interesting brand of player; a first-round pick, but not a top-
10, big-name guy, who seemed to arrive in the NHL with a) minimal 
fanfare and b) a fully-formed game. 

Last season, as a 19-year-old rookie, Jarvis had 40 points (17G, 23A) in 
68 games. Those numbers helped put him on the periphery of the Calder 
Trophy race, and it’s easier to argue that he deserved to be higher than 
13th place. His 2.54 points/60, for example, put him ahead of Red Wings 
winger Lucas Raymond, and Raymond finished fourth in voting. Jarvis 
also had an expected goal rate of 58.62 percent that was good even for 
the Hurricanes, who are built to win on metrics like that one. 

Overall, he ticked plenty of boxes for anyone, let alone a teenager; he 
generated scoring chances at a solid rate, and he was good at gaining 
the zone effectively and with control. It’ll be interesting to see what he 
does in more than 14:53 per game in the regular season, especially after 
having eight points in 14 playoff games. Jarvis’ postseason ended on a 
scary note, thanks to a hit by Rangers defenseman Jacob Trouba in 

Game 7 of the second round, but he’s at 100 percent for 2022-23 and 
seems ready to roll. 

It’s also worth noting that both of The Athletic’s prospects experts love 
him; Corey Pronman said he had “true star” potential with above-average 
puck skills and skating, and high-end compete. Scott Wheeler, on top of 
that, praised his ability to process the game. Mix all that with a spot on 
Sebastian Aho’s wing, and you’ve got a player primed not just to build on 
his rookie performance, but make a leap. After one season his top comps 
include Brendan Gallagher, Oliver Bjorkstrand and Nikolaj Ehlers – all of 
whom were fantastic play-drivers at their peak. 

Oomph. Some teams have it. Some teams don’t. 

It’s not a dealbreaker by any means, but a look through the majority of 
Stanley Cup champions in the salary cap reveals that it’s usually the 
teams that have it that win it all. Colorado, Tampa Bay, Washington, 
Pittsburgh, Chicago, Los Angeles, Boston, Detroit, Anaheim – all those 
teams were built around a Tier 1 superstar. Oftentimes more than one. 

Carolina, as discussed during the Player Tiers project, does not have that 
caliber of player. Sebastian Aho and Jaccob Slavin are close enough, 
qualifying as franchise players, but still not quite at the level of a bonafide 
top 10 player. That doesn’t mean the Hurricanes can’t win it all, there are 
exceptions to the rule, but it’s harder to win as an exception than as the 
rule. It requires fewer mistakes around the edges. Carolina is a team with 
very few mistakes – it’s why the Hurricanes rank so highly and have a 
strong Cup chance. But it would be a stronger chance with a little more… 
oomph. 

That starts at the top of the lineup with Aho who has found his level as a 
point-per-game forward, but nothing more. Over the last four seasons, 
he’s oscillated in between an 80-point pace and an 84-point pace, a 
remarkable level of consistency that shows up in his on-ice impacts: 
always right around 55 percent of the expected goals. Aho is an elite 
player who does so many things well in all situations. His all-around 
ability is what makes him special. He’s a jack of all trades but also a 
master of none. A little more scoring or a little more two-way impact and 
Aho might be able to sneak into the conversation but for now, he’s on the 
outside. At age 25, Aho is probably a finished product, but maybe, just 
maybe, he has a little more to give this season to work towards a higher 
level. 

Aho isn’t the closest player to that next level – that honor might just go to 
Slavin, annually considered one of the league’s most underrated 
defensemen. In a sport where there’s a massive emphasis on point 
totals, Slavin’s value can often go unnoticed. Watch him closely or look 
deeper into his numbers and you’ll come away with the same conclusion: 
he’s the real deal. 

Slavin doesn’t score a lot compared to his peers, but there are very few 
players who drive play better than he does thanks to his smarts, 
positioning and puck-moving ability. He’s structurally sound and it shows 
up in his on-ice results. 

Over the last three seasons, the Hurricanes have earned around 60 
percent of the goals whenever he’s on the ice and 55 percent of the 
expected goals. Most impressive is that his expected goals percentage 
jumped to 58 percent, after losing his primary partner Dougie Hamilton 
last offseason. Proving he could drive the pair on his own pushed Slavin 
into franchise player status, a hard thing to do for a defense-first player. 
Slavin’s offense is underrated, but defense is obviously his claim to fame. 
He’s also one of the league’s absolute best penalty killers, providing 
unheralded value in that vein. Last season, the Hurricanes allowed only 
4.3 goals-per-60 and 5.1 expected goals-per-60 with Slavin on the ice 
while shorthanded. Those are elite numbers. 

If there’s a player with a chance to really break through to superstar 
status here, it might be Andrei Svechnikov. We’ve been calling for 
Svechnikov’s big breakout for a couple years now and at 22 now feels 
like the perfect time. The fifth season tends to be where a lot of players 
break out and though Svechnikov had a nice season last year with a 
career-high 69 points, it still feels like he has a bigger step to take. 
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First step: start finishing more chances. That may be harsh for a guy who 
just scored 30 goals, but Svechnikov was expected to score 32.8. In four 
years, Svechnikov hasn’t once had a season where he’s scored more 
goals than expected. Doing so could push him into 40-goal range which 
would definitely bring his value up. A return to form at five-on-five would 
also help as Svechnikov’s relative impact on expected goals has slipped 
each year. Perhaps that’s due to earning more responsibility each year, 
but if he’s going to prove himself as a franchise player, it’s time for him to 
start crushing minutes like one. 

That’s Carolina’s Big Three and though it grades out well, it does pale in 
comparison to some of the elite teams ahead of the Hurricanes. As for 
the rest, there are some strong pieces that help push the Hurricanes to 
the league’s seventh-best core. 

Brent Burns isn’t the guy he once was, but he’ll have full reign over a 
usually lethal power play and should be able to rejuvenate his career in 
the role. Teuvo Teravainen is pretty bland as far as top line players go 
and is coming off an off-year at five-on-five. He made up for it with big 
results on the power play. Max Pacioretty is the pure scorer this team 
has been looking for but who knows how effective he’ll be after returning 
from injury. Over the last three seasons in Vegas, he’s been a very 
effective scorer who holds his own at five-on-five. 

Aside from Carolina’s Big Three, Frederik Andersen is the team’s most 
important piece and is projected to bring in nearly three wins of value for 
the Hurricanes. That’s a huge step up from last season, stemming from a 
resurgent season where Andersen earned a .922 save percentage, 
saving 28 goals above expected. Both were top three marks league-
wide. While there’s plenty of reason to believe Andersen’s goals saved 
above expected was inflated by the public’s inability to fully grasp 
Carolina’s defensive ability, he still had a very strong season. 

Andersen’s return to form was something the model didn’t see coming, a 
big miss that put Carolina’s projected point total much lower than it 
should’ve been. After one season with the Hurricanes, that’s no longer a 
problem. Andersen enters the season as the league’s sixth most valuable 
goaltender. 

If a team doesn’t have oomph, an elite netminder certainly helps bridge 
the gap. We didn’t get to see that in last year’s playoff due to injury. 
Hopefully, this year is different. Andersen is a big part of what makes 
Carolina a contender – even without a superstar skater. 

The support 

If a lack of over-the-top star power is what seems to be keeping the 
Hurricanes from a protracted playoff run, depth of talent and clear 
priorities are what has given them an opportunity to underwhelm in the 
first place. Carolina is on this run because they’re good at building out 
lineups with no obvious weak spots. That’s again the case for 2022-23; 
their support group, based on GSVA projections, is the fourth best in the 
league. 

The two guys at the top have already come up in our exercise; Seth 
Jarvis has star potential on the top six and already gave the Canes a nice 
regular season (and some playoff pop) in a fairly limited role. If his game 
transfers to bigger minutes, and he maximizes the opportunity to play 
with Aho, he could wind up an All-Star in short order. 

Plenty of the Hurricanes’ plan hinges on Kotkaniemi turning into a 
second-line center. Like we said, pairing him with Teravainen or 
Svechnikov is an interesting proposition, and early signs from training 
camp suggest that’ll be the case. Jarvis showed some zone-entry ability 
last season as well, though. Maybe that’s a pairing that could work. 

Two seasons ago, Martin Necas was a candidate to make the leap. It 
hasn’t panned out that way; defensive issues and rough five-on-five 
impacts overall have blunted that production, though he’s a decent 
passer. Putting him on a line with Staal, still a good defensive center, and 
Stastny, still an OK play-driver on both levels, is an interesting 
proposition. Necas as the playmaker — Staal and Stastny both struggled 
to consistently gain the offensive zone with control last season — could 

work. In the meantime, while Pacioretty recuperates, he may wind up 
playing with Kotkaniemi. The two spent time together in 2021-22. 

Ondrej Kase is a textbook addition to the bottom six. He showed signs of 
being a consistent two-way play-driver at five-on-five before some injury 
issues took over, and he was fine last season in a defensive role for the 
Maple Leafs. He can fit in a variety of spots. Jack Drury, 22, had 52 
points in his first 62 AHL games last season and helped lead the Chicago 
Wolves to an AHL championship. He’s unlikely to be a top-of-the-lineup 
NHL player because of his physical limitations, but his hockey sense has 
The Athletic’s Corey Pronman believing in him as a middle-six 
contributor. 

On defense, Brett Pesce and Brady Skjei are the classic pairing; Pesce is 
the stronger defensive player, particularly on zone entries, which allows 
Skjei to roam a bit more. Both were effective at starting the transition 
game. Ethan Bear’s first season in Carolina didn’t quite go according to 
plan — he didn’t build on the strong two-way numbers he had with 
Edmonton — and while he’s back with the Hurricanes on a new contract, 
a trade could still be coming. Dylan Coghlan, 24, was also part of the 
Pacioretty trade. He was just fine for Vegas last season — solid play on 
defending entries and puck retrievals without many mistakes. 

Antti Raanta gave Carolina exactly what you’d want from a backup goalie 
last season; 28 starts, a better-than-average save percentage (.912) and 
a Goals Saved Above Expected of 8.4. 

The best case 

Carolina’s core shows enough oomph-per-60 and gets deeper in the 
postseason. This is the last Eastern Conference team standing, and gets 
to measure themselves up against the best of the West. Gambles on 
Brent Burns and Max Pacioretty pay off, and even more importantly 
Sebastian Aho kicks his game up a notch as a legitimately Selke-caliber, 
high-end first-line center. 

The worst case 

Another season ends in playoff disappointment with an early exit. The 
Kotkaniemi bet bites Carolina, and the top of their lineup doesn’t bring 
the star power the Hurricanes are missing. It’s back to the drawing board, 
with pressure mounting and the clock ticking. 

The bottom line 

The Hurricanes have been building a contender for some time. This is 
likely to be one of the best regular season teams in the Eastern 
Conference once again, but now they need the postseason results to 
back that up. Even without the same star power as other contenders, this 
team has high-end talent and a lot of support. But they have to prove that 
combination can take the next steps, and that collective strength 
outweighs being a top-heavy team. The only way to do that is finding a 
way to maximize that when it matters the most in the postseason. At this 
point, anything short of that will be a disappointing finish. 
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Blue Jackets: Elvis Merzlikins shines in preseason victory over 
Washington Capitals 

 

Brian Hedger   The Columbus Dispatch 

 

Elvis Merzlikins dazzled with 34 saves for the Blue Jackets, who 
improved to 3-1-1 in the preseason by stealing a 2-1 victory over the 
Washington Capitals on Saturday at Nationwide Arena.  
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Carson Meyer scored for Columbus in the first period, tying it 1-1, and 
Yegor Chinakhov scored the winner at 6:46 of the third for his third goal 
in the past two games.  

Aliaksei Protas scored for the Capitals (2-1-1), who outshot the Blue 
Jackets 35-20 and forced Merzlikins to work hard all game.  

“We certainly didn’t have much in our legs, as far as juice tonight,” Blue 
Jackets coach Brad Larsen said. “You could see it for pretty much the full 
60 (minutes). We were a little better in the third, but (we) looked tired. But 
you’ve got to play through that. (The Capitals) had a camp too. They’re 
going through it also, so it’s not like we’re at a disadvantage here. So, 
you just deal with it.”  

Here are four takeaways:  

Washington Capitals give Blue Jackets' Merzlikins a good preseason test  

Merzlikins was sharp despite “tired” legs in the third period. This was his 
first full game since last season, so the fact he left feeling good physically 
was the biggest positive.  

“Obviously, it’s important to win the game, but right now, personally, I 
don’t really care about it,” Merzlikins said. “I want to just feel the game, 
the game flow and all that stuff. The whole third period, I felt heavy legs. I 
wasn’t used to it. The good part is just to get practice on focusing all the 
time, through the (whole) 60 minutes, and, overall, I felt pretty good.”  

He looked good too, especially in the final 1:46 of the third with the 
Capitals’ net empty for a 6-on-5 advantage. Merzlikins made three big 
saves, including his final one to deny what appeared to be a sure tying 
goal for Washington’s Erik Gustafsson from the left circle.  

Merzlikins also made a diving save to start the second, keeping it 1-1 
after the puck caromed off his leg pad behind the net and landed in the 
right circle for center Nic Dowd.   

“That one was unlucky,” Merzlikins said. “It bounced from my pad, but 
that was a huge soccer goalie save. When I saw it, I was like, ‘Oh, gosh.’ 
I was lucky enough it hit me.”  

Merzlikins usually needs to ease into the start of a season before he 
feels in top form, but his goal in this camp has changed. He’s trying to 
reach midseason form for the Blue Jackets’ season-opener Oct. 12 at the 
Carolina Hurricanes.  

“It’s not that I’m not ready at the start of the season, but I need a little 
more time to get hot and feel myself,” he said. “This year, I want to try to 
be, from game one, already hot and ready to go.” 

Chinakhov gains more ground in Blue Jackets roster battle 

Time is running out for Blue Jackets players hoping to earn one of the 
team’s final few roster openings. 

This was the fifth of eight preseason games and the final one is usually 
reserved for the playing group that will start the regular season.  

“I think some guys are starting to separate themselves, some guys in a 
good way and some guys maybe not in the way they want,” Larsen said 
Saturday after the morning skate. “But that’s what camp’s for and that’s 
what these games have been for. We’ll be cutting down again here pretty 
soon, but there’s going to be some stiff competition here for some spots.”  

Chinakhov appears to be one of the guys separating himself in a positive 
way. His goal early in the third to end the 1-1 tie was his third of the 
preseason and all three were scored in the past two games — including 
a two-goal performance Thursday in St. Louis.  

His goal against the Capitals wasn’t the only thing that stood out to 
Larsen, whose team was outskated most of the night.  

“He had some energy at least,” Larsen said of Chinakhov, who might be 
poised for a breakout in his second NHL season. “He looks more 
confident this camp than he did last camp, which … it’s not surprising. He 
put in some pretty good work in the summer.”  

Larsen put Chinakhov on the same line as rookie Kirill Marchenko at the 
outset of training camp and kept the two together through scrimmages 
and their first preseason game. They were split up in St. Louis and again 
to start this one, but the pair joined forces in the third with Justin Danforth 
as their center. 

It led to Chinakhov's winner, even though Sean Kuraly was the center on 
the ice at the time to dish out the primary assist. 

“We all know he’s got a great shot,” Larsen said. “It’s just having the 
confidence to carry the pucks and protect it and dip that shoulder and get 
to the net.” 

Carson Meyer continues to get noticed in hunt for Blue Jackets roster 
spot 

His performance wasn’t up to snuff for Carson Meyer's expectations. 
Despite scoring the Jackets’ first goal to knot it 1-1 in the first, the puck-
hounding forward from nearby Powell wasn’t letting that cloud his self-
assessment.  

“It helps a little bit (to score a goal), but I don’t feel as good about that g 
game as the game (Wednesday) against Buffalo. Even though I scored in 
both, I just felt like I played a lot heavier and faster in the Buffalo game, 
so for me, it’s great to get the goal. It ultimately helps the team win, but I 
think I’m more effective when I’m playing physical and throwing the body 
(around). I tried to do a bit of that tonight, but not as much as I’d have 
liked.”  

Larsen agreed, but also pointed out that Meyer wasn’t alone in that 
regard. He still managed to score a few points with Larsen in the game.  

“At some point you’re going to hit a wall (in camp), but you’ve still got to 
play,” Larsen said. “He had some good shifts in there. He did some 
things that keep catching my eye. The goal is nice, but it’s all those other 
intangibles that are catching my eye with him and his physicality and 
make sure he’s hunting pucks and being tenacious, relentless out there. 
That’s what we need to see from him.”  

Meyer, an OSU alum and another product of the Ohio AAA Blue Jackets 
program, made his NHL debut last season with one goal, two assists and 
three points in 13 games. He’s intent on earning another NHL spin 
despite the Jackets having a large number of young forwards vying for 
the same goal.  

“We have got a ton of depth here this year and a lot of guys fighting for 
spots, so I’m very aware of the situation,” Meyer said. “Just getting those 
(NHL) games last season, it’s such a whirlwind because it’s a dream 
come true. And then the more you play you start to realize, ‘OK, I think I 
can play at this level.’ Just knowing that going into the summer was very 
motivating for me. I just want to get back onto this team really bad.” 

Sep 28, 2022; Columbus, Ohio, USA;  Columbus Blue Jackets 
defenseman David Jiricek (55) loses control of the puck during the first 
period of the NHL preseason hockey game against the Buffalo Sabres at 
Nationwide Arena. Mandatory Credit: Adam Cairns-The Columbus 
Dispatch 

David Jiricek, Mathieu Olivier notch first preseason points for Blue 
Jackets 

Mathier Olivier was credited with the secondary assist on Meyer’s goal in 
the first and rookie defenseman David Jiricek, the sixth overall pick in this 
year’s draft, picked up the secondary helper on Chinakhov’s winner.  

Each recorded their first point wearing the Blue Jackets’ logo, even 
though it’s only the preseason and those points will soon vanish. Both 
are looking to prove themselves in their first stints with the Blue Jackets, 
both arrived in via this year’s draft (Olivier was acquired from the 
Nashville Predators for a fourth-round pick), but that’s where the 
similarities end.  

Olivier is out to show that he can be a true power forward on the third or 
fourth line, similar to Tanner Jeannot — his former teammate in 
Nashville. Standing a well-muscled 6 foot 2, 210 pounds, Olivier knows 
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his “skills” include using his mitts for throwing haymakers and scoring a 
few goals.  

Sep 27, 2022; Columbus, Ohio, United States; Columbus Blue Jackets 
right wing Mathieu Olivier (24) during the Columbus Blue Jackets training 
camp at the Ice Haus. 

He hasn’t gotten an opponent to accept a fight invitation yet, but that’s 
not the sole focus.  

“With regards to fighting, it’s not going to happen every night and not 
everyone wants to do it,” Olivier said. “I don’t limit myself to fighting. I 
take pride in being a really strong physical presence in the O-zone, being 
strong on pucks, going to the net hard. I have a good shot. I want to use 
it more this year and try to produce more.”  

Jiricek, meanwhile, is awaiting word from the coaching staff and 
management on what his development plan will be this season. He’s not 
beholden to the under-20 age agreement between the National Hockey 
League and Canadian Hockey League, which means he could play 
anywhere from the NHL to the Cleveland Monsters of the American 
Hockey League to his pro team in Czechia (HC Plzen).  

That flexibility plus his prior experience playing professionally has 
extended his stay, giving the 6-3, 209-pound defenseman a chance to 
pick up his first preseason assist a day after defenseman Denton 
Mateychuk — drafted by Columbus seven picks later — had three assists 
for Moose Jaw in the Western Hockey League.   

Mateychuk turned 18 in July, so he’s a tick younger, but the Blue Jackets 
wanted to get him back to his junior program quickly.  

“We have more options with (Jiricek), just due to the rules and how it lays 
out,” Larsen said. “With Mateychuk, it’s either here or there. It was pretty 
simple. We wanted to get him back to his team in junior and get him 
going. I felt like he had a very strong camp, but he’s young. Jiricek’s a 
little bit different. He’s played with men the last couple years. We have 
more options with him, so he’s going to get a little bit longer of a look 
here.” 
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Justin Danforth 'hungry' to retain role as Columbus Blue Jackets' secret 
weapon 

 

Brian Hedger   The Columbus Dispatch 

 

Justin Danforth isn’t giving back an inch of what he gained last season 
with the Blue Jackets.  

After taking a winding, unbeaten path to the NHL, the undersized, 
unheralded 29-year old from Oshawa, Ontario, is even more driven to 
prove his 10-goal output in 45 games wasn’t a fluke.  

“I think it was the start of last season that really added to that hunger,” 
said Danforth, who didn’t make the Blue Jackets’ opening roster after 
signing a one-year deal as an international free agent from the 
Kontinental Hockey League. “I worked hard in camp, gave everything I 
had, but it just wasn’t enough and I wasn’t really sure what I was in for 
(next). So, I had a chip on the shoulder getting sent down (to the 
Cleveland Monsters) and having to really work my way into a lineup and 
get trust from coaches, management and my teammates.”  

Justin Danforth scored 10 goals in 45 games for the Blue Jackets last 
season. 

It took eight games in the American Hockey League for Danforth to get 
another shot with the Blue Jackets. He was recalled after Patrik Laine 
was sidelined with an oblique strain a month into the season and never 
returned to Cleveland, earning a role as a relentless forward who 
hounded pucks on the third and fourth lines. 

Danforth earned Blue Jackets extension, Masterton Trophy nomination 

Danforth's drive led to a two-year contract extension with the Blue 
Jackets plus a nomination from the Columbus chapter of the Professional 
Hockey Writer’s Association for the Masterton Trophy, awarded annually 
to the NHL player who best exemplifies the qualities of perseverance, 
sportsmanship and dedication to hockey.  

Montreal Canadiens goaltender Carey Price was awarded the trophy, but 
Danforth’s career bio reads like a handbook for choosing a Masterton 
winner. His 5-foot-9 stature has put him through the process of proving 
himself repeatedly in juniors, college hockey and the pros, including the 
start of his NHL career.  

Justin Danforth scored 10 goals in 45 games for the Blue Jackets last 
season. 

Columbus has a number of talented young forwards and prospects 
looking to carve out roles for themselves in camp, but Danforth isn’t 
budging. In fact, after a strong offseason, he’s also trying to move up.  

“I’m hungry,” Danforth said. “I want my job. I want to play in the NHL for 
the next couple years, so I’ve got to show up every day, prepare the right 
way and be a pro.”  

It hasn’t gone unnoticed.  

Danforth has attacked this year’s training camp with confidence and his 
usual standard of hustle, which Blue Jackets coach Brad Larsen saw 
immediately. His fast start included a breakout performance to open the 
preseason last Sunday, when Danforth led the Jackets to victory over the 
Pittsburgh Penguins with two goals, one assist and three points.  

“He looks like a guy who came in and he’s excited,” Larsen said. “It looks 
like he’s ready. He’s attacking the game, he’s protecting pucks. Last year 
he looked very nervous and I don’t think he had a great camp by his 
standard, because I got to see what he was like the last half of the year. 
It wasn’t an effort thing. He always has effort, but he looked nervous.”  

Not anymore. Any nervous energy that Danforth feels now is redirected 
into helping him retain his spot.  

“Coming into this year, I have confidence and I know my niche now at 
this level,” said Danforth, a versatile forward who transitioned from a 
high-scoring center at lower levels into a forechecking NHL winger. “Just 
being able to play my game and not having to worry about making 
mistakes all the time or impressing people, I’m able to just play hard and 
push the pace.” 

Justin Danforth may spark scoring output for Blue Jackets' fourth line 

Danforth can defend against top players, win faceoffs, score goals and 
create scoring chances, which are all traits that could help Columbus 
have a dangerous fourth line.  

“I’m watching (Danforth) and I’m getting excited,” said Sean Kuraly, who 
might start out this season as Danforth’s center on the fourth line. “He’s 
come back and he’s strong, he’s fast, he’s explosive and he’s a really 
smart player. We’re just lucky to have him around and credit to the higher 
powers (in the front office) for finding him and bringing him here.”  

Adding Danforth to a line that has Eric Robinson’s speed at left wing and 
Kuraly’s two-way talent at center could become a great weapon for 
Larsen, especially in road games when opponents have the last line 
change. All three scored double digits in goals last season, and Danforth 
could push for 20 if he earns a power-play role.  

“He ended up with 10 goals last year,” Larsen said. “Everybody forgets 
that. He’s not a guy who just sat on the outside. But he didn’t make our 
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team and had to switch positions and had to fight his way into the lineup 
and establish himself. He’s a tremendous story.” 
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Blue Jackets Sunday Gathering: Jakob Chychrun rumors continue to 
swirl 

 

Aaron Portzline 

10-12 minutes 02/10/2022 

 

COLUMBUS, Ohio — A collection of notes, insights, ruminations and did-
you-knows gathered throughout the week that was for the Blue Jackets: 

Item No. 1: Jakob Chychrun rumors 

When free agent Johnny Gaudreau signed with the Blue Jackets this 
summer, it was surmised that his signing — beyond making Columbus 
instantly more competitive on the ice — had the power to change how 
the organization is viewed by players across the NHL. 

With the regular season still almost two weeks away, the on-ice product 
has yet to be revealed. But there’s already proof of the latter point. 

Let’s go back to early July, when the league was gathering in Montreal 
for the 2022 NHL Draft and Gaudreau was still a pending unrestricted 
free agent with the Calgary Flames. 

Blue Jackets general manager Jarmo Kekalainen arrived in Quebec with 
two first-round picks (Nos. 6 and 12) and a strong desire to move his 
“restart” forward if the right deal could be found. 

There were rumors that the Blue Jackets were among the many clubs 
interested in trading for Arizona Coyotes defenseman Jakob Chychrun, a 
24-year-old with offensive skill and a reasonable contract ($4.6 million 
cap hit) through 2024-25. 

It made sense that the Blue Jackets would be interested. The glaring 
need on the roster is for top-four defensemen, with only Zach Werenski 
and Vladislav Gavrikov matching that description. 

The Blue Jackets have denied substantive interest in Chychrun beyond 
an informal call months ago to learn the Coyotes’ asking price, a fairly 
normal course of business from one GM to another when a player is 
known to hit the market. 

It’s quite possible the Blue Jackets were scared away by Arizona’s 
asking price, which was, according to reports, a first-round draft pick in 
2022 or 2023, a young and proven NHL player, and a top prospect. 

But the one person who is said to have quashed a deal to Columbus 
before it could ever come together was Chychrun himself. It is known that 
Chychrun has asked to be traded by the NHL’s most wayward 
organization, but he’s also further requested that he lands with a club that 
is seen as having playoff aspirations. 

(To be clear, Chychrun does not have a no-trade clause in his contract, 
but the Blue Jackets know better than to trade for a player who doesn’t 
want to play in the city. We all remember Jeff Carter, right?) 

As of early July, according to one source, Chychrun did not fancy the 
Blue Jackets as a playoff club in 2022-23. 

And then Johnny Hockey happened. 

On July 13, the Blue Jackets signed Gaudreau to a seven-year contract 
worth $9.75 million per season, a move that stunned the hockey world. 

Chychrun informed those close to him, according to sources, that 
Columbus was now a place he’d be willing to join. 

The rest of the summer was mostly quiet surrounding Chychrun, with the 
Coyotes informing him that he should be prepared to play another 
season in the desert. 

Chychrun had surgery to remove bone spurs from an ankle and a follow-
up procedure on a wrist injury that required surgery in the summer of 
2021, according to Craig Morgan of gophnx.com. It’s the wrist injury 
that’s keeping Chychrun off the ice in training camp, and it’s unclear if 
he’ll be ready to play at the start of the season. 

But trade winds have begun kicking up his name again in recent days, 
with TSN’s Darren Dreger listing Ottawa, Toronto, Edmonton, St. Louis, 
Los Angeles and Columbus as potential destinations. 

The rumors are gaining steam because it appears, per Dreger, that 
Arizona’s demands for Chychrun may have been relaxed. The bigger 
issue, though, is the Coyotes’ willingness to take on a large salary in 
return to help facilitate a trade. 

Of the teams mentioned as possibilities, only Ottawa has the salary cap 
space to absorb Chychrun’s salary. The Blue Jackets would have to 
unload some salary in a trade or after the fact, as they did when they 
acquired Gaudreau. 

But there are other reasons Chychrun may not be seen as a perfect fit in 
Columbus: 

• The Blue Jackets have invested three first-round picks on defensemen 
in the past two drafts: Corson Ceulemans at No. 25 in 2021, and David 
Jiricek at No. 6 and Denton Mateychuk at No. 12 this summer. It won’t be 
long before they’re claiming NHL roster spots. 

• Chychrun (left shot) has played mostly on the left side in the NHL. He’d 
be an instant upgrade to the overall unit, sure, but somebody in the top 
four would have to move to the right side. Not ideal. 

• His injury concerns are real. Beyond the ankle and wrist work this 
summer, he’s had both anterior cruciate ligaments repaired and a 
shoulder surgery to fix a torn ligament. That’s a lot of work for a player 
who doesn’t turn 25 until March. 

Item No. 2: Camp standouts 

Blue Jackets coach Brad Larsen has said repeatedly that he hopes the 
coaching staff faces difficult roster decisions at the end of training camp. 
So far, the candidates to play third- or fourth-line minutes are delivering. 

Arguably, the three best players in the first 10 days of training camp have 
been forwards Justin Danforth, Carson Meyer and Yegor Chinakhov, all 
of whom could have been viewed as lineup extras when camp opened. 

If you mapped out the Blue Jackets’ fourth line at the start of camp, it 
would have been Sean Kuraly at center and Eric Robinson and Mathieu 
Olivier flanking him on the wings. Olivier gets the nod because he’s a 
scrapper, and the club traded a fourth-round pick to Nashville this 
summer to acquire him. 

Kuraly is a roster lock as the fourth-line center, but Danforth, Meyer and 
Chinakhov are giving Larsen much to consider. 

Danforth played on a line with Patrik Laine on Saturday, and he’s played 
mostly center after an early camp injury to Cole Sillinger. Danforth has 
scored twice in preseason games, but he’s been one of the most 
noticeable players in the intrasquad scrimmages, too. 

With Sillinger and Boone Jenner (back) being held out of contract drills, 
the possibility that Danforth opens the season at center is growing. 

“He’s been a standout for me since Day 1 of camp, and it started with his 
(fitness) testing,” Larsen said. “He knocked it out of the park there. You 
can see in this camp he’s got way more confidence this year, just the 
stuff he’s doing with the puck, his poise. 
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“You can just tell things are slowing down for him in his mind, but he’s 
still playing fast.” 

Meyer has gotten noticeably bigger and more physical at the club’s 
request in recent seasons. But he hasn’t lost his scoring touch with two 
preseason goals, including one in Saturday’s 2-1 win over Washington. 

“He keeps catching my eye,” Larsen said. “That goal (Saturday) was 
nice, but it’s all those other intangibles that are catching my eye with him. 
His physicality, making sure he’s hunting pucks … he’s tenacious and 
relentless out there, and that’s what we need to see from him.” 

Chinakhov played 62 games in Columbus last season, but it’s been 
made clear to him and others that there are no promises of a spot in 
2022-23. He’s doing his best to make it happen, though, with three goals 
in the past two preseason games, including the winner Saturday. 

“He’s looked more explosive to me this year, a little bit more confidence 
with the puck,” Larsen said. “It’s been a real good camp for him up to this 
point.” 

Now is when training camp really gets serious, though. This week is the 
final backstretch to making the roster, and the NHL’s best players begin 
to separate. The Jackets have three preseason games remaining, 
beginning Monday in Carolina. 

Snacks 

• Goaltender Elvis Merzlikins went to play for Latvia in the IIHF World 
Championships when last season ended, and he allowed himself just one 
week of vacation in Miami. After that? “I came back here and started to 
work my ass off,” Merzlikins said. Of course, this summer was better than 
last summer, when Merzlikins witnessed that fatal tragedy that took 
teammate Matiss Kivlenieks’ life. That will never be forgotten, Merzlikins 
has said, but he came to camp in a much better place this season. His 
pre-camp conditioning numbers were said to be markedly better. 

He stopped 34 of 35 shots in Saturday’s win over Washington, the first 
Blue Jackets goaltender to go the distance in a preseason game this 
season. In five periods of hockey over two games, Merzlikins has 
stopped 54 of 55 shots. 

• Left winger Gustav Nyquist left Saturday’s game with 7:32 remaining in 
the second period and did not return. The club did not provide an update 
on his status. 

• Ron Mongolier, who has been an off-ice official in Columbus dating all 
the way back to the ECHL’s Columbus Chill in 1991, is retiring, the Blue 
Jackets announced during Saturday’s game. Ron and his identical twin, 
Joe, were the penalty-box attendants for hundreds of Blue Jackets 
games through the years in Nationwide Arena, which became hilariously 
confusing for players who were known to gather PIMs. Once, when 
asked which brother was older, Joe Mongolier said: “Ron, by seven 
minutes. Or as we say, a major and a minor.” 

Join us in thanking and congratulating off-ice official Ron Mongolier. 

Tonight is Ron’s last game after 31 years. 9 with the Columbus Chill and 
22 with #CBJ. 

• AHL Cleveland’s training camp is expected to open Wednesday in 
suburban Strongsville under first-year coach Trent Vogelhuber. The 
whole Monsters team won’t be in place by then — NHL rosters don’t 
have to be set until Oct. 10 — but look for meaningful cuts to start 
happening soon. 

• Mateychuk didn’t take much time to get settled with Moose Jaw of the 
Western Hockey League. He was one of the first roster cuts Thursday 
and made his season debut for the Warriors on Friday, collecting three 
assists. 

• Ben Boyd, a sixth-round draft pick (No. 165) in 2021, has decided to 
attend St. Mary’s University in Halifax, Nova Scotia, rather than return to 
Charlottetown of the Quebec Major Junior Hockey League for a third full 
season. 

• Former Blue Jackets defenseman Scott Harrington has signed a one-
year, $750,000 contract with the San Jose Sharks after attending their 
training camp on a player tryout agreement. 
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Mike Harrington: It's time for the nitty-gritty of Sabres training camp 

 

Mike Harrington News Sports Reporter 

 

Who looks good for the Sabres in the preseason? A question not as 
simple to answer as you would think. You're just not going to draw many 
big conclusions from a game like Saturday's 3-1 win over the Wilkes-
Barre/Scranton Penguins With Tristan Jarry in goal. 

This matinee in KeyBank Center was flatter than stale beer for the first 30 
minutes before the pace finally picked up a little and we got some better 
action. 

From this view, one outgrowth of the salary cap is that teams' rosters are 
pretty well set early in the preseason, based on who's getting paid. It thus 
cuts down on competition for jobs and the number of players going full 
throttle in exhibitions trying to push their way on to a roster. 

Frankly, there were a ton of guys on the ice for both sides Saturday 
playing like it was time to hit for the road for AHL camp starting Monday. 
And the word came down for 21 Sabres later in the evening that their 
time in the NHL was over, for now. The group includes No. 1 draft pick 
Matt Savoie, who asserted himself very well in camp and will now return 
to Winnipeg of the Western Hockey League. 

Thumbing through the notebook after this one: 

• The Sabres are 3-1 in the preseason and have had no issues with 
goaltending thus far. Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen has been excellent in both 
of his starts, and was easily the best player on the ice Saturday. The 
team giving up just nine goals in four games, no matter how weak 
opposing rosters have been built, is still a good sign. 

"He's obviously a really special goalie, and he was on his game today," 
said winger Jack Quinn, UPL's teammate in Rochester last season. "It 
makes it pretty easy on us in front of him. All great goalies and great 
players you can kind of sense when they're on, and he kind of had that 
vibe today, for sure." 

• Loved coach Don Granato's answer to how Luukkonen has dealt with 
the situation where his NHL job seemingly got taken away in July with the 
free-agent signing of Eric Comrie: "You can be frustrated, don't play 
frustrated." Makes perfect sense.  Sounds like something out of the Book 
of Marv Levy. 

• Snipes. Let's see them all day. The calendar just turned to October, but 
Victor Olofsson and Tage Thompson both went bar down on Jarry with 
absolute lasers that were more befitting of January than the preseason. 

• Owen Power makes the game look easy. He played a team-high 21:12 
on Saturday, was active on the power play and didn't give the Penguins 
any room in neutral ice or the defensive zone. He's played eight career 
NHL games. Even for a No. 1 overall pick, that kind of polish on the 
blueline is hard to fathom. 

• If there was ever a game where you could enjoy a team going 0 for 6 on 
the power play, this was it. The Sabres had 10 shots on goal with the 
man advantage and oodles of zone time. Just no finish on this day. You 
know that won't last. 
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"I thought we were pretty good," Quinn said. "It wasn't really going in, but 
we had a ton of chances and we were having a lot of fun out there 
moving it around. So I think on a different night, if we played the same 
way, we would see a lot more go in." 

"Keep them hungry," a smiling Granato joked when presented with the 
assessment that his power play did well even without a goal. "They did a 
lot of nice things. But it's preseason. You can tell these guys don't feel 
quite the polish in their game. ... I think both goaltenders were sharper 
than the shooters." 

• Who's headed out, other than Savoie? Draft names like Isak Rosen, Jiri 
Kulich, Aleksandr Kisakov, Filip Cederqvist and Tyson Kozak. Plus 
returning Amerks, including captain Michael Mersch, Brandon Biro, Brett 
Murray, Lukas Rousek, Linus Weissbach, Oskari Laaksonen, Mitch Eliot, 
Ethan Prow and Peter Tischke and Michael Houser. Also sent out were 
Mason Jobst, Koshen Olischefski, Josh Passolt, Brendan Warren, Zach 
Berzolla and goalie Beck Warm.  

Another big winter is in the offing in Rochester. Meanwhile, things start to 
get much more real for the Sabres at practice on Monday. And there are 
only two exhibition games left, here Tuesday night at Carolina and Friday 
in a rematch at Pittsburgh.  

"Monday is a much different day for camp," Granato acknowledged. "You 
sort of let the players play from the coaching standpoint early on through 
camp until they start feeling better and better and stronger. Even this 
morning's practice (for the non-game group) was much harder than 
earlier, and that will continue to ramp up." 

"It's nice to get a couple of games in here, and I think we're moving in the 
right way," Olofsson said. "Next week, you can start building a little bit 
more chemistry between guys, too. We've been playing with a lot of 
different guys throughout the camp. So we're just going to start building 
some lines here, hopefully." 

• One young player you need to see more from this week is JJ Peterka, 
who is expected to be on the club, but hasn't done much in his last two 
games. Perhaps that shouldn't be a surprise. Peterka, remember, started 
slowly last year in Rochester before his game took off post-Christmas. A 
new level presents new challenges. We've seen a lot more in exhibitions 
from Weissbach and Savoie than we have from Peterka. 

• I like the defense depth the Sabres added for Rochester. Kale Clague 
and Chase Priskie, in particular, should be quite strong for the Amerks, 
and have shown they can be depth callups to Buffalo if the need arises. 

Clague, who played 36 games last year between Los Angeles and 
Montreal, broke up a 4-on-1 break in the first period to stymie a 
Pittsburgh chance, while Priskie got the assist on Thompson's goal that 
gave Buffalo a 2-0 lead. 
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Sabres assign Matt Savoie to junior team, 21 others headed to 
Rochester 

 

Lance Lysowski News Sports Reporter 

 

The Buffalo Sabres trimmed their training camp roster to 33 players 
following their preseason win Saturday by making 22 cuts, including 
prospect Matt Savoie. 

Savoie, who was drafted ninth overall by the Sabres in July, will re-join 
the Winnipeg Ice of the Western Hockey League after appearing in three 
preseason games with Buffalo. 

Twenty-one players were assigned to the Rochester Americans, who 
open training camp Monday in Blue Cross Arena: Brandon Biro, Filip 
Cederqvist, Aleksandr Kisakov, Tyson Kozak, Jiri Kulich, Brett Murray, 
Isak Rosen, Lukas Rousek, Linus Weissbach, Oskari Laaksonen, Mason 
Jobst, Michael Mersch, Kohen Olischefski, Josh Passolt, Brendan 
Warren, Zach Berzolla, Mitch Eliot, Ethan Prow, Peter Tischke, Michael 
Houser and Beck Warm. 

The Sabres must trim their roster to 23 players by Monday, Oct. 10 at 5 
p.m. Their next preseason game is Tuesday night against the Carolina 
Hurricanes in KeyBank Center. 

There were no surprises among the largest round of cuts yet. Savoie, 18, 
appeared in three preaseason games following an impressive 
performance at the Prospects Challenge early this month, but he was 
always expected to play another season of junior hockey.  

Savoie will be among the top players in the WHL, and he is expected to 
represent Canada at the IIHF World Junior Championship.  

The Sabres did not place anyone on waivers and chose to keep all of 
their veteran players on two-way contracts: Sean Malone, Riley 
Sheahan, Kale Clague, Jeremy Davies, Chase Priskie, Lawrence Pilut 
and Malcolm Subban. That group, Pilut excluded, will need to clear 
waivers to be sent to Rochester. 

With Houser and Warm headed to Rochester, the Sabres still have four 
goalies in camp: Subban, Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen, Eric Comrie and Craig 
Anderson. 
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Observations: Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen's strong camp continues in 
Sabres win 

 

Lance Lysowski News Sports Reporter 

 

Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen was home in Finland in July when Buffalo 
Sabres general manager Kevyn Adams called to explain a decision that 
all but ended the goalie prospect’s bid to make the NHL roster out of 
training camp. 

Adams notified Luukkonen that the club signed free agent goalie Eric 
Comrie to work in tandem with Craig Anderson in Buffalo. The Sabres 
didn’t want Luukkonen to view the move as an indictment against him or 
his potential. 

Luukkonen listened intently as Adams explained that Comrie was 
brought on to ensure Luukkonen would be able to play an ample number 
of games in Rochester without the pressure of needing to be the short-
term solution in goal for Buffalo. The Sabres, Adams said, still view 
Luukkonen as an important part of their future. 

“It helps,” Luukkonen said of the call. “That’s the side you can’t do 
anything about. Of course, that’s the business part of hockey. I know you 
have to be really good anyways. It doesn’t matter who’s in the 
organization.” 

If there was any doubt how Luukkonen would respond to the news, he’s 
put those concerns to rest with a strong training camp that continued 
Saturday when the 23-year-old made 32 saves on 33 shots in the 
Sabres’ 3-1 win over the Pittsburgh Penguins in KeyBank Center. 

Luukkonen was the Sabres’ best player and kept the score at 0-0 until 
their lineup, which featured a blend of NHL regulars and soon-to-be 
Amerks, found a rhythm in the second period. Victor Olofsson scored a 
power-play goal, Tage Thompson added to the lead with a snapshot from 
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the right circle and Jack Quinn secured a 3-1 preseason record for 
Buffalo with his empty-netter. 

For the second time in three days, the Sabres were bailed out by their 
goaltender. Comrie kept the score close in Columbus during his debut 
with the club Wednesday, a performance that showed how his 
experience in Winnipeg and in the American Hockey League have him 
prepared for a bigger role in Buffalo. 

But Luukkonen’s play this training camp bodes well for the Sabres in the 
short- and long-term. A second-round draft pick in 2017, he’ll be counted 
on to backstop Rochester this season and, if all goes as planned, 
graduate to the NHL full-time next fall. And it's possible, if not likely, the 
Sabres will need him during the regular season. 

Luukkonen worked with a new goalie coach in Finland this summer and 
returned to Buffalo looking physically prepared for a sizable workload. 
Luukkonen dropped five pounds and is now listed at 6-foot-5, 215 
pounds. 

“I say it to players all the time. ‘You can be frustrated, don’t play 
frustrated,' ” Sabres coach Don Granato said. “I think all theses guys go 
through various frustrations in their careers and games and practice 
situations, whatever it is. But just plow through it and make sure you get 
your job done. Upie definitely put in the work this summer. He looked 
great from day one, and it was nice to see him out there. Very good 
performance today.” 

Injuries have extended Luukkonen’s time in the AHL, beginning in the 
spring of 2019 when he underwent hip surgery following a season in 
which he was named the Ontario Hockey League’s MVP and led Finland 
to gold at the IIHF World Junior Championship. The ailment caused 
Luukkonen to start his pro career in Cincinnati, rather than Rochester, 
and forced him to refine his technique post-surgery. 

Luukkonen’s endured bouts of inconsistency in the AHL, as illustrated by 
his .894 save percentage in 60 appearances with Rochester, but he’s 
also played behind young teammates, and the Amerks have typically had 
lackluster depth on defense. 

Each time Luukkonen earned a shot in Buffalo, a lower-body injury 
abruptly ended his audition, most recently in January. Luukkonen also 
missed the entire AHL playoffs in the spring with an injury suffered when 
a Utica forward collided with him in the crease. 

Luukkonen's had success when in the NHL, posting a .913 save 
percentage in 13 games, nine of which occurred last season. He’s 
proven effective, yet the Sabres are erring on the side of caution with his 
development by stressing the importance of having more time in 
Rochester to gain experience. 

“As he said, it’s about the starts and becoming a better goalie, but I think, 
most of all, especially in the camp, focusing every day and give your best 
every day and that’s about all you can do,” Luukkonen said, referring to 
Adams. “Right now, that’s the biggest thing.” 

Luukkonen has shown improvement in every way, including in the 
preseason opener, when he stopped six of seven shooters in a shootout 
that occurred after the overtime win. His rebound control and recovery 
were exceptional Saturday. He’s fighting through traffic to track the puck. 
In two preseason games, Luukkonen has a 2-0 record and .933 save 
percentage. 

When Penguins winger Filip Hallander was left alone in front, Luukkonen 
successfully tracked the play and got his left pad down to make the save. 
He appeared imposing in the crease and took away every angle with 
precise positioning, including on a scoring chance for former Sabre 
Drake Caggiula from the slot in the second period. 

Though a route to the NHL is blocked for now, Luukkonen performed in 
camp like a goalie who wants to force management to give him a chance 
in Buffalo sooner, rather than later. 

“I think, physically, he’s different,” Granato said. “He leaned down. He 
trained a little different, it looks like. You know, he’s maybe more fit for 

the position, or increased his fitness positionally. And he’s able to move 
through practice with a higher workload and move through a game with a 
higher workload. He holds his positions better, and we saw that through 
the duration of the game today.” 

Here are other observations from the game: 

1. Sharpening up 

We’re starting to see the Sabres’ regulars make the impact you’d expect. 
Owen Power was noticeable throughout the game, at 5-on-5 and the 
power play, by remaining aggressive in the offensive zone and knowing 
when to get back to defend. He had four shots on goal, blocked two 
shots and finished with a team-high 21:12 of ice time. 

Thompson didn’t hesitate when he uncorked the shot that went under the 
crossbar and hit the covered post in the back of the net. He was tied with 
Quinn for a team-high five shots on goal. And Olofsson broke open the 
scoring with a one-timer from the right circle during a delayed penalty. 

2. Shutting down 

Quinn has shown in training camp and preseason that he’s ready for the 
NHL. He was outstanding again Saturday, finding time and space in the 
offensive zone to create scoring chances. His playmaking ability is an 
underrated aspect of his game and he is reliable defensively. 

3. Depth forwards impress 

The Sabres’ depth chart at forward has become clearer with each 
preseason game. While we aren’t sure what the lineup will be when the 
season opens, it’s clear that Linus Weissbach, Brett Murray and Brandon 
Biro are going to compete to be the first forward recalled from Rochester 
to start the season. Weissbach, 24, has arguably performed well enough 
to make the Sabres, but there’s no spot available with Quinn and JJ 
Peterka expected to graduate to the NHL. Weissbach, Murray and Biro 
were among the 21 players assigned to Rochester following the game 
Saturday.  

Weissbach had two prime scoring chances in the first period, including 
one from the slot of a pass from Murray, who was on the Sabres’ first 
power-play unit. Biro was a healthy scratch Saturday, with roster cuts 
looming. 

The Rochester Americans open training camp Monday and hold their first 
practices Tuesday. 

4. Lineup 

Up front, Jack Quinn was at left wing, with Tage Thompson at center and 
Victor Olofsson on the right side; Dylan Cozens centered Peyton Krebs 
and JJ Peterka; Matt Savoie was between Anders Bjork and Vinnie 
Hinostroza; and Rasmus Asplund moved to center, with Brett Murray on 
his left and Linus Weissbach on the right. 

On defense, Owen Power remained with Henri Jokiharju; Ilya Lyubushkin 
was on the right side next to Jeremy Davies; and Cale Klague was back 
with Chase Priskie. 

5. Next 

The Sabres host the Carolina Hurricanes on Tuesday at 7 p.m., and wrap 
up the preseason Friday in Pittsburgh with puck drop at 7 p.m. 
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Jack Quinn, Owen Power shining and 7 more Sabres preseason 
observations 

 

Matthew Fairburn 
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The Sabres are about to get into the nitty-gritty of training camp. This 
week, they sent a few players back to juniors. On Saturday, they trimmed 
the roster further. With Saturday’s 3-1 win over the Penguins, the Sabres 
are 3-1 through four preseason games. They have two exhibitions left on 
the schedule and are less than two weeks away from the regular-season 
opener against the Senators on Oct. 13. Here’s what we’ve noticed so far 
this preseason. 

We've made a number of roster moves. 

1. Jack Quinn is shining 

Jack Quinn has played in three of the Sabres’ four preseason games. In 
that time, he has led the team in individual expected goals and has more 
scoring chances than any other Buffalo player. Quinn has a total of 13 
shots, two goals (one was on an empty net) and a primary assist. He has 
been one of Buffalo’s best play drivers every time he’s on the ice. 

Coach Don Granato said the Sabres will start solidifying lines when they 
get closer to opening night against the Senators, but it’s starting to look 
like Quinn could be a useful player in the top six of the lineup. It depends 
on how everything shakes out and who fits together, but Quinn is playing 
with confidence and generating chances consistently. He’s also gotten a 
lot of time on the power play, so that could be part of his role this season 
as well. 

When talking about Quinn during the Prospects Challenge, Amerks 
coach Seth Appert said he thinks Quinn is prepared for what’s to come in 
the NHL. 

“He doesn’t shy away from the hard work that’s necessary to become a 
great player,” Appert said. “So, I think he’s going to come into camp and 
really assert himself and show that he’s ready to make that step, not only 
to play in the NHL but to help the Sabres be competitive and try to win in 
the NHL.” 

So far, that looks to be the case. Quinn looks like he has solidified his 
spot on the NHL roster and could be ready for a productive rookie 
season. 

2. Eric Comrie first impressions 

Eric Comrie allowed four goals on 31 shots against the Blue Jackets in 
his first preseason action Wednesday. Statistically, it wasn’t a standout 
performance. It’s important to note that Comrie was playing with a big 
group of players who won’t be in the NHL this season. Quinn, Jacob 
Bryson, Victor Olofsson and Peyton Krebs were the only players on the 
ice who could have roles with the Sabres this season. 

If the aim was to make sure Comrie saw plenty of rubber, the Sabres got 
what they wanted. The Blue Jackets outshot the Sabres 13-2 in the first 
period, and Comrie was the reason the score was only 2-0. That was a 
difficult environment in which to judge Comrie. He handled it well, too. 
The Sabres are taking a calculated risk on Comrie to be ready for a 
bigger NHL role. One preseason game behind an inexperienced 
defensive corps shouldn’t give anyone reason to think he can’t handle it. 

3. Lawrence Pilut decision will be interesting 

After two seasons in the KHL, Lawrence Pilut is back with the Sabres 
and has hit the ground running in training camp. In the two preseason 
games he’s played, Pilut has looked like an NHL defenseman. He’s 
taking care of business on his end of the ice and generating chances in 
the offensive zone. Pilut has gotten most of his ice time with Casey 
Fitzgerald and Ilya Lyubushkin, a strong sign that the Sabres view him as 
someone who will contribute in the NHL this season. Pilut’s play will force 
the Sabres to make a tough roster decision at the end of camp. 

4. Rasmus Dahlin ready to take another step 

Rasmus Dahlin entered training camp with a different confidence. He 
was the team’s representative in Las Vegas for the NHL media tour and 

seems more comfortable letting his full personality shine. He said he 
stopped worrying so much last season about what people think about 
him, and he has noticed it’s helping him on the ice. 

“I just want to be myself,” Dahlin said. 

Dahlin is a tenacious competitor and a skilled puck-mover on the blue 
line. He has played in only one preseason game, but two stats stand out. 
One is that he led the team with five shots. The other is that he tied for 
the team lead with three blocked shots. He’s doing the dirty work 
necessary to be a reliable top-pair defenseman but still showing the play-
driving skill that could separate him as an elite player. 

Said veteran Kyle Okposo at the beginning of camp: “He’s just, he’s got a 
quiet confidence about him. And the biggest thing that I noticed is that 
he’s comfortable in his own skin. He just looks like he’s matured about 
three years in the last 12 months.” 

Dahlin had 53 points a year ago, but it’s fair to wonder whether he has 
another level or two in his game. 

5. Lukas Rousek keeps making plays 

Lukas Rousek was the veteran for the Sabres during the Prospects 
Challenge, so he was expected to stand out. The fact that Rousek is 
carrying that over into veteran camp is a strong sign of what he could be 
this season. At the very least, Rousek should be a big contributor in 
Rochester, but he also has the potential to be an injury fill-in for the big 
club. 

Appert mentioned how much players love playing with Rousek because 
of his passing skills. He’s also skilled at getting into the corner and 
winning puck battles. In the preseason win over the Flyers on Tuesday, 
Rousek played on a line with Alex Tuch and Brandon Biro. The presence 
of Tuch and Rousek helps explain why Biro had two goals in the 2-1 win. 
Rousek set up one of those goals with a primary assist. In a game in 
which the Sabres dressed a ton of NHLers, Rousek led the team in 
individual expected goals. According to Granato, Rousek’s game is 
centered on intelligence and awareness. 

“He’s got a knack and a feel for the game combined with a 
competitiveness that just keeps him in it,” Granato said. “And he makes 
the job easier for other guys, for linemates. A lot of detail in his game.” 

Those details should earn him a big role in Rochester. The past month 
has shown the 23-year-old’s ceiling might be higher than that long term. 

“It’s really easy to play with him out there, honestly,” Tuch said. “He’s 
young; he’s developing. You see a lot of skill, but you see the work ethic 
and the grit. He plays on both sides — he’s got that 200-foot game. Once 
you get that down, it’s a lot easier to play up in the NHL, that’s for sure.” 

6. Owen Power not afraid to join the rush 

As the 2021 No. 1 pick, Owen Power faces substantial expectations in 
his first full NHL season. It’s going to be a season of ups and downs for 
Power as he learns on the job, but the early indications in camp are that 
he can handle it. He has a mature, levelheaded personality off the ice 
and a calming presence on it. He’s comfortable with the puck on his stick 
and doesn’t seem overwhelmed by the pace of play. Another positive 
sign is that he has improved in each preseason showing. 

Against the Penguins on Saturday, Power had five scoring chances, 
leading all defensemen. He looked comfortable on the power play. The 
way he asserts himself offensively makes him fun to watch. Even as a 
young player, he’s willing to carry the puck and pinch into the offensive 
zone for extended periods. That’s a sign that coaches are letting him 
figure out the NHL game without looking over his shoulder too much. 
That seems to be part of Granato’s philosophy. 

“I think with him, much like we did at the end of last year, we want to 
throw him in there without — you know, we don’t want him dipping his toe 
in the pool,” Granato said. “Just jump right in, because he will self-
correct. So, we want him going hard. We’ll watch him, and I’m sure he’s 
going to have 90 percent of everything right on, and the 10 percent that’s 
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not we’ll be able to see, OK, this is the 10 percent we need to approach 
him with. I don’t need to approach him with 100 percent of stuff. Let’s see 
what he gets right and what his feel is. We need to learn about him 
before we start inundating him with stuff to consciously think about. And 
that’s the process with all the guys. I don’t want them thinking about us. 
It’s our job to think about them.” 

7. Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen plays lights out against Penguins 

After a nondescript showing in the preseason opener against 
Washington, Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen was fantastic against the Penguins 
in his second preseason game. He stopped 32 of 33 shots, including nine 
high-danger chances, according to Natural Stat Trick. The Penguins 
lineup was short on NHLers, but it was still a strong performance from 
the 23-year-old. 

Granato mentioned after the game that Luukkonen showed up to camp 
looking leaner and with better conditioning than in years past. As a result, 
he’s been able to handle a bigger workload in practice and in games. 

Always a promising talent, Luukkonen hasn’t gotten an extended chance 
to show what he can do in the NHL. He’s not guaranteed to get that this 
season, either, with Comrie and Craig Anderson in place at the NHL 
level. But the Sabres like how Luukkonen has responded to the Comrie 
signing. The added competition could bring out the best in him. Saturday 
was a step in the right direction for Luukkonen as he tries to earn some 
minutes in Buffalo this season. 

8. Matt Savoie off to a solid start 

Matt Savoie earned an extended look at Sabres training camp. After a 
few prospects were sent back to their junior clubs early in the week, 
Granato noted that Savoie’s maturity and ability to adjust to the pace of 
play made the Sabres want to keep him in camp through their Saturday 
preseason game against the Penguins. After the game, the team 
announced he was headed back to his WHL team. 

The best way to describe Savoie’s camp would be active. He wasn’t 
afraid to play aggressively. That led to some mistakes (he has five 
giveaways in three games), but it also allowed him to show off his talent. 
Savoie had six scoring chances in three preseason games. He was 
without a point, but he was around the puck frequently. Granato said 
Savoie has been able to blend in with veterans because of how well he 
understands the game. 

“They enjoy playing with him, having him on their line, and that absolutely 
is an indication he’s got a certain degree of maturity,” Granato said. “He 
knows what’s expected of him probably better than most kids his age. He 
knows what his skill set is and how that can be imprinted within a practice 
or a line that I put him on better than players his own age.” 

Savoie will spend the season in the WHL but had an encouraging first 
camp in Buffalo. 

9. Linus Weissbach and Biro unsung heroes 

With the Rochester Amerks graduating some talented players to Buffalo 
this season, opportunities are available in the AHL lineup. Along with 
Rousek, Linus Weissback and Biro look ready to step up for Rochester. 
They could even play their way into minutes with the Sabres. Biro had a 
two-goal showing against the Flyers in the Sabres’ second preseason 
game. Weissbach, meanwhile, had no points but nine scoring chances in 
three preseason games. 

Granato mentioned how Weissbach’s vision stood out when he played on 
a line with Tage Thompson and Jeff Skinner. Biro and Weissbach were 
among the beneficiaries of Granato’s willingness to mix up the lines and 
have prospects playing with established NHL players. On Saturday, they 
were sent back to Rochester, but both players made an impression on 
the coaches. 
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Three Sharks rookies going on European trip, two veterans staying home 
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SAN JOSE – The Sharks trimmed their roster down to 27 players 
Saturday prior to their flight to Europe, a group that didn’t include forward 
Alexander Barabanov and defenseman Markus Nutivaara. 

Barabanov and Nutivaara are both injured and were questionable to join 
the Sharks on the trip, which concludes with two regular season games 
next week against the Nashville Predators in Czechia. 

The Sharks rookies that survived the deep round of roster cuts were 
forwards Thomas Bordeleau and William Eklund and defenseman Nick 
Cicek. 

Danil Gushchin, who had a hat-trick Friday in San Jose’s 7-3 preseason 
win over the Vegas Golden Knights, is not on the trip as he was assigned 
to the AHL. Gushchin, the Sharks’ third-round pick in 2020, had four 
goals and an assist in two NHL preseason games. 

Barabanov and Nutivaara were day-to-day with their injuries for much of 
the past week, and Sharks coach David Quinn said the team would not 
know until Saturday whether either player would travel to Europe. 

With both players out, Luke Kunin has taken Barabanov’s spot on the 
Sharks’ top line with Timo Meier and Tomas Hertl, and Scott Harrington 
played alongside Erik Karlsson on Friday in Las Vegas. Nutivaara started 
camp as Karlsson’s defense partner. 

Two other veteran forwards with injury questions made the Sharks trip. 

Oskar Lindblom, who had been dealing with an upper-body injury for 
much of the last week, skated again Saturday after he was a full 
participant in Friday’s morning skate. Also, center Nico Sturm, who was 
hurt in Friday’s game in Las Vegas, flew to his home country of 
Germany. 

The Sharks left Saturday afternoon and will play an exhibition game 
against Eisbären Berlin at Mercedes-Benz Arena on Tuesday. San Jose 
begins the regular season next Friday and Saturday against the 
Predators at O2 Arena in Prague and will have to get its roster down to 
23 players before the games. 

The Sharks could take a maximum of 27 players overseas and 
Bordeleau and Eklund were considered the most likely players on entry-
level contracts to make the trip. 

Both players impressed at times last season when they got a taste of the 
NHL and also received kudos from Quinn in recent days for the 
adjustments they’ve made in training camp. 

Bordeleau had a goal and an assist in three preseason games and 
although Eklund did not have a point in three games, showed Quinn an 
ability to play away from the puck. 

“I’ve liked him,” Quinn said Friday afternoon. “Works hard, plays at a 
good pace, a young player who’s learning about (what) he’s going to 
have to do to be a consistent National Hockey League player. He 
certainly shows the ability to play in this league and be a good player in 
this league, so I’ve liked what I’ve seen.” 

Eklund, who was drafted seventh overall by the Sharks in 2021, played in 
nine NHL games at the start of last season before he was assigned to 
Djurgarden of the Swedish Hockey League. Eklund turns 20 on Oct. 12. 
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“One year can make a big difference, from 19 to 20, and 20 to 21 and 21 
to 22, those are big years,” Quinn said. “(Eklund’s) a little bit older, a little 
bit stronger and mature, and that all matters.” 

Also on the Sharks travel list besides Eklund, Bordeleau, Kunin, 
Lindblom, and Sturm are forwards Nick Bonino, Logan Couture, Jonah 
Gadjovich, Noah Gregor, Hertl, Kevin Labanc, Steven Lorentz, Meier, 
Matt Nieto, Evgeny Svechnikov and Jeff Viel. 

The undrafted Cicek, who signed a two-year contract with the Sharks in 
April after a season with the Barracuda, joins seven other defensemen 
on the trip in Matt Benning, Mario Ferraro, Harrington, Karlsson, Jaycob 
Megna, Radim Simek, and Marc-Edouard Vlasic. The goalies on the trip 
are Aaron Dell, Kaapo Kahkonen, and James Reimer. 

It is notable that Cicek beat out 2019 second-round draft pick Artemi 
Kniazev and 2018 first-round pick Ryan Merkley for what could have 
been the Sharks’ last travel spot for a defenseman. Kniazev, Merkley and 
Santeri Hatakka were reassigned to the Barracuda, as were Montana 
Onyebuchi and Derrick Pouliot, who are on AHL deals. 

Forwards reassigned to the Barracuda of the AHL on Saturday were 
Gushchin, Andrew Agozzino, Luke Johnson, Mark Liwiski, Adam Raska, 
Scott Reedy, Tristen Robins, CJ Suess, Max Veronneau, and Jasper 
Weatherby. Agozzino and Suess were placed on waivers by the Sharks 
on Friday and cleared Saturday. Johnson is on an AHL deal. 

Goalies reassigned to the AHL were Zach Emond, Eetu Makiniemi, and 
Strauss Mann. Artem Guryev was returned to the Peterborough Petes of 
the OHL. 
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NHL salary cap guru, formerly of Blackhawks, among Sharks’ latest hires 
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SAN JOSE – Sharks general manager Mike Grier announced a handful 
of organizational hires Saturday, including the addition of an NHL salary 
cap expert who helped create one of pro hockey’s most indispensable 
websites. 

The Sharks hired Dominik Zrim, the co-founder of CapFriendly, as their 
director of salary cap management/collective bargaining agreement 
compliance. The Sharks did not have someone with that specific title 
when Grier was hired in July. 

Zrim was with the Chicago Blackhawks for part of last season, serving as 
their manager of hockey strategy and assisting the team with its cap and 
contracts. 

Zrim left the Blackhawks in February shortly after Chairman Rocky 
Wirtz’s outburst at a town hall. Wirtz angrily responded to a reporter who 
asked what the organization was doing to address the power imbalance 
between players and coaches in light of Kyle Beach’s accusations of 
sexual assault by a former assistant coach. Wirtz later apologized. 

Zrim, though, told Sportsnet’s Elliotte Friedman in June that he left the 
Blackhawks “amicably and enjoyed being there.” Zrim had been 
consulting for a few teams since that time, with the Vancouver Canucks 
being one of those teams, per The Athletic. 

CapFriendly, which began in 2015, has numerous features, including 
listing contract details of every NHL player and each team’s structure 
under the league’s salary cap. 

The Sharks also hired A.J. Bernstein as a co-ordinator of hockey 
analytics. Bernstein, per the team, will be “primarily tasked with acquiring, 
analyzing, and refining the team’s analytics data.” He was previously at 
Middlebury College as an assistant coach and director of hockey 
operations until his graduation in 2021. 

Bernstein has also consulted with the USHL’s Chicago Steel and 
NWHL’s Metropolitan Riveters, leading the analytic efforts of both teams. 
He also worked as a strategy consultant for Accenture Federal Services. 

The Sharks also promoted Stephen DiLustro to director of strength and 
conditioning, replacing Mike Potenza, who joined the Golden State 
Warriors in the offseason. 

DiLustro worked under Potenza as the assistant strength and 
conditioning coach for the previous four seasons. Brian Ganz, who 
served as the Barracuda’s strength and conditioning coordinator in 2015-
16, fills DiLustro’s spot as the Sharks’ assistant strength and conditioning 
coach. 

The Sharks also bolstered their scouting department with the hire of 
Martin Uhnak as a European scout. He will oversee Czechia, Slovakia, 
Germany, and Switzerland. 

Cody Ward was also hired as an assistant video coach. Ward worked 
with Sharks assistant coach Ryan Warsofsky last season as video coach 
of the AHL’s Chicago Wolves. Warsofsky was the team’s head coach. 

Grier has transformed the Sharks’ hockey operations department over 
the last three months, hiring well over a dozen new people in 
management, player development, scouting, and coaching. Before the 
most recent hires, the Sharks hockey operations department had grown 
from 29 to 35 individuals. 
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SAN JOSE SHARKSBREAKING: Eklund & Bordeleau Going to Europe 
with Sharks, Gushchin & Merkley Aren’t 

 

Published 11 hours ago on October 1, 2022 

By Sheng Peng  

 

The San Jose Sharks have announced the 27 players that they’re taking 
to Europe. 

FORWARDS (16) 

Nick Bonino 

Thomas Bordeleau 

Logan Couture 

William Eklund 

Jonah Gadjovich 

Noah Gregor 

Tomas Hertl 

Luke Kunin 

Kevin Labanc 
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Oskar Lindblom 

Steven Lorentz 

Timo Meier 

Matt Nieto 

Nico Sturm 

Evgeny Svechnikov 

Jeff Viel 

DEFENSEMEN (8) 

Matt Benning 

Nick Cicek 

Mario Ferraro 

Scott Harrington 

Erik Karlsson 

Jaycob Megna 

Radim Simek 

Marc-Edouard Vlasic 

GOALTENDERS (3) 

Aaron Dell 

Kaapo Kahkonen 

James Reimer 

The following players are reassigned to San Jose Barracuda training 
camp: 

Andrew Agozzino, Zach Emond, Danil Gushchin, Santeri Hatakka, Luke 
Johnson, Artemi Kniazev, Mark Liwiski, Eetu Makiniemi, Strauss Mann, 
Ryan Merkley, Montana Onyebuchi, Derrick Pouliot, Adam Raska, Scott 
Reedy, Tristen Robins, CJ Suess, Max Veronneau, Jasper Weatherby 

Artem Guryev was reassigned to the OHL’s Peterborough Petes. 

They’re not taking Alexander Barabanov or Markus Nutivaara right now, 
but the injured players can join the San Jose Sharks later in trip. 

There was some thought that Danil Gushchin might make the trip after 
his hat trick last night in Vegas, but it appears that he’ll start the season 
with the San Jose Barracuda. 

2018 first-round pick Ryan Merkley may appear to be a surprise 
omission, but consider that it appears that he was healthy scratched from 
the last split-squad exhibition games, maybe not. Instead, fellow prospect 
Nick Cicek will get on the plane. 

Other top prospects William Eklund and Thomas Bordeleau are on the 
trip, but they still need to show the coaching staff why they belong in the 
opening day line-up. 

The San Jose Sharks open the regular season on Oct. 7 and 8 in 
Prague. So there’s still training camp and an exhibition game in Berlin on 
Oct. 5 before then. 

I’ll have more roster reaction shortly. 
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Sharks Add CapFriendly Founder, Analytics Coordinator & 3 More to 
Organization 

 

Published 14 hours ago on October 1, 2022 

By Sheng Peng  

 

Instead of cuts, the San Jose Sharks’ first announcement today is 
additions. 

They’ve added or promoted six people: 

Dominik Zrim; Director of Salary Cap Management/CBA Compliance 

A.J. Bernstein; Coordinator, Hockey Analytics 

Martin Uhnak; European Scout, Czechia, Slovakia, Germany, 
Switzerland 

Cody Ward; Assistant Video Coach 

Brian Ganz; Assistant Strength & Conditioning Coach 

They’ve also promoted Stephen DiLustro to director of strength and 
conditioning. He previously spent four seasons under Mike Potenza, 
who’s now with the Golden State Warriors. 

A league source told San Jose Hockey Now that Zrim was “an 
unbelievable hire.” 

In 2015, Zrim founded CapFriendly. During the 2021-22 season, he 
worked for the Chicago Blackhawks as the team’s manager of hockey 
strategy, assisting the team with cap, contracts, and formulating strategy. 

Per the San Jose Sharks, Bernstein will “be primarily tasked with 
acquiring, analyzing and refining the team’s analytics data.” 

He was an assistant coach and director of hockey operations at 
Middlebury College until 2021, and he has also led analytics for the 
Chicago Steel (USHL) and Metropolitan Riveters (NWHL). 

Uhnak will mostly scout the Czech, Slovakian, German and Swiss 
leagues for the Sharks. Uhnak has spent three seasons as the GM for 
Philosophers Nitra of the European University Hockey League. He also 
played 13 seasons of pro Slovakian hockey and another three seasons in 
the Federal Hockey League. 

In a clear connection to the San Jose Sharks, Ward was the video coach 
for the 2021-22 Chicago Wolves. New Sharks assistant coach Ryan 
Warsofsky, of course, was the bench boss of the Calder Cup-winning 
side. 

“Head down and works hard. Gets it. Did a great job for us,” Wolves GM 
Wendell Young texted SJHN. “He deserved the promotion to San Jose. 
Pushed for him to be hired.” 

Ganz returns to the San Jose Sharks after being the San Jose 
Barracuda’s strength and conditioning coordinator in 2015-16. He 
previously worked for Potenza with the Sharks from 2012-14. 
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First Guess at Who Sharks Are Bringing to Europe 
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ANAHEIM, Calif. — Which players will the San Jose Sharks bring to 
Europe? 

Here’s my 6 AM guess – I emphasize “guess” – based on watching all 
five pre-season games. I might be the only person who’s not a Sharks 
employee who’s watched all five! 

Keep in the mind, this isn’t a projection of the Sharks’ opening night 
roster. Because the Sharks will be in Europe, far from their AHL affiliate, 
they’re allowed to bring up to 27 players to Berlin and Prague, so they’re 
easily covered in case of last-minute injury. 

Also, it’s my understanding that normal injured reserve rules apply: So 
the Sharks can place an Alexander Barabanov on IR, retroactive to when 
he got hurt, and he will be eligible seven days after his injury to return to 
action. Injured players are also allowed to travel with the team. 

So I’m guessing both winger Barabanov and defenseman Markus 
Nutivaara are placed on IR, they may or may not travel with the team, 
and it’s possible that they’ll be available by the Oct. 7 and 8 season-
opening matches in Prague. 

Let’s see how right I am, the Sharks should announce their European 
roster later today. 

FORWARDS (16) 

Nick Bonino 

Thomas Bordeleau 

Logan Couture 

William Eklund 

Jonah Gadjovich 

Noah Gregor 

Danil Gushchin 

Tomas Hertl 

Luke Kunin 

Kevin Labanc 

Oskar Lindblom 

Steven Lorentz 

Timo Meier 

Matt Nieto 

Nico Sturm 

Evgeny Svechnikov 

A few scattered thoughts: I think Bordeleau has outperformed fellow top 
prospect Eklund in camp…Gadjovich, who isn’t waiver-exempt, has 
raised his level against lower-level competition, can he continue to make 
plays, and be more than a physical energy guy when the games count? 
He has had an eye-opening camp…I don’t think anybody expected 
Gushchin to get this far, but he’s deserved it, he’s been good in his two 
preseason appearances so far…I actually think Gushchin was better in 
his first preseason appearance, better puck management, than his hat 
trick performance last night…Sturm was hurt last night in Vegas, but I’m 
leaving him on the roster because placing him on IR puts him at risk of 
missing the Oct. 7 season opener…if Sturm has a week-to-week injury, 
my guess is Scott Reedy takes his place. 

DEFENSEMEN (8) 

Matt Benning 

Nick Cicek 

Mario Ferraro 

Scott Harrington 

Erik Karlsson 

Jaycob Megna 

Radim Simek 

Marc-Edouard Vlasic 

A few scattered thoughts: Is Ryan Merkley on the outs? Merkley was 
conspicuously absent from either split-squad game, and assistant coach 
Scott Gordon appeared to suggest to me that Merkley was healthy…per 
Maddie Dutra of Fear the Fin, Merkley was practicing with his group 
yesterday morning and appeared healthy…if the San Jose Sharks leave 
Merkley at home, Cicek might be a surprise addition to the European 
roster, but consider that Cicek played the most of all defensemen not 
named Karlsson in Vegas…David Quinn was impressed by Cicek’s 
performance in Ontario, telling me that was the best work that he’s seen 
all camp from the young defenseman…I could see Santeri Hatakka over 
Cicek too. 

GOALIES (3) 

Aaron Dell 

Kappo Kahkonen 

James Reimer 

There should be no surprises here. 

Let’s check where I was right, where I was wrong in a few hours! 
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Each NHL team’s biggest breakout candidate for 2022-23, from Beniers 
to Cozens to Stützle 

 

Scott Powers, James Mirtle, Aaron Portzline, Max Bultman, Corey 
Masisak, Marc Antoine Godin, Michael Russo, Charlie O'Connor, Jeremy 
Rutherford, Eric Duhatschek, Kevin Kurz, Josh Yohe, Murat Ates, Arthur 
Staple, Shayna Goldman, Joe Smith, Fluto Shinzawa, Saad Yousuf, Eric 
Stephens, Matthew Fairburn, Tarik El-Bashir, Daniel Nugent-Bowman, 
Hailey Salvian, Jesse Granger, Sean Gentille, Peter Baugh, Joe 
Rexrode, Thomas Drance, Ian Mendes, Julian McKenzie 

 

In 2021-22, Buffalo Sabres forward Tage Thompson increased his career 
high in goals from eight to 38 and his career high in points from 14 to 68. 
St. Louis Blues center Robert Thomas scored at better than a point-per-
game pace, with 77 points in 72 games — after scoring 12 points in 33 
games a season earlier. Islanders defenseman Noah Dobson jumped 
from 14 points to 51. 

Those players made names for themselves, won fantasy pools and 
earned paydays. 

Who will follow in their footsteps in 2022-23? 

The Athletic asked its local and national writers for their predictions for 
one breakout candidate on each team. Here are their answers: 

Anaheim Ducks 

Frank Vatrano: It might seem odd to choose a 28-year-old who’s on his 
fourth team. But in lieu of Troy Terry breaking out last season, Trevor 
Zegras kind of already doing so and Mason McTavish just starting up, I 
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think the Massachusetts-bred winger could be a real candidate. Vatrano 
is starting a three-year contract with the Ducks and will get a big 
opportunity playing in their top two lines. In camp, Anaheim has had him 
lined up with Zegras, giving the creative playmaker a first-and-foremost 
shooter. While he’s hovered around the teens mostly in goal totals so far 
as an NHLer, Vatrano did score as many as 24 in 2018-19 and could get 
the kind of ice time and power-play minutes to surpass that. Let’s say he 
puts 230 shots on net and scores at a 12 percent clip. The Ducks will 
gladly take those 28 goals. — Eric Stephens 

Ryan Strome and Frank Vatrano aren't going to turn the #NHLDucks into 
a playoff team. But they will make them more competitive and watchable. 
On how GM Pat Verbeek is managing his first free-agent 
spree.https://t.co/6exTWccvgd 

— Eric Stephens (@icemancometh) July 14, 2022 

Arizona Coyotes 

Barrett Hayton: Hayton hasn’t exactly been an overnight sensation since 
the Coyotes selected him at No. 5 in the 2018 NHL Entry Draft, but at 22, 
he settled in as an NHL regular last year, with a career-high 60 games 
and 24 points. Hayton recently signed a modest two-year contract 
extension ($1.775 million average annual value). Given the Coyotes’ 
departures at forward and the dire shortage of NHL-ready centers at their 
disposal, Hayton will be given every opportunity to earn a spot in the top 
six and start to show the promise of his draft pedigree. — Eric 
Duhatschek 

Boston Bruins 

Jakub Zboril: Zboril was developing well in 2021-22 until he tore the ACL 
in his right knee. He is healthy now, excited to impress a new coach and 
the most comfortable he’s been as a pro. The 25-year-old has a chance 
for early ice time because of Matt Grzelcyk’s recovery from shoulder 
surgery. Zboril can play both sides, move the puck and assist on the 
power play if needed. His career high was nine points in 42 games in 
2020-21. The 2015 first-rounder has a good chance to set new personal 
bests. — Fluto Shinzawa 

Buffalo Sabres 

Dylan Cozens: Dylan Cozens has already proven he’s a reliable 
defensive player, excellent in transition and a willing playmaker. He had 
38 points a year ago with only 13 goals, and the Sabres think both 
numbers can go up. Cozens played in the World Championship hoping to 
work on his scoring. He tied for the tournament lead with seven goals in 
10 games. If he can raise his shooting percentage from the 8.1 percent it 
was a year ago, a breakout could be coming. — Matthew Fairburn 

Sabres training camp is rolling right along. They now have a 4-3 
preseason win over the Capitals in the books. 

Here are 12 things we’ve learned about them so far with notes on 

Dylan Cozens 

Jack Quinn 

Peyton Krebs 

And plenty more@TheAthletic https://t.co/zLkPGn77rg 

— Matthew Fairburn (@MatthewFairburn) September 26, 2022 

Calgary Flames 

Dillon Dube: Picking a breakout player in Calgary is tricky. Andrew 
Mangiapane and Oliver Kylington have been there, done that. Jonathan 
Huberdeau, Nazem Kadri and Elias Lindholm (among others) are already 
established. There are some young players, like Adam Ruzicka and 
Jakob Pelletier, but they’re still fighting for roster spots. That’s why we’ve 
landed on Dube. With the moves the Flames have made, he’s likely to 
consistently have better linemates and a regular role in the lineup. Last 
season, he played on multiple lines and across all three positions. We’ve 
seen him produce in the past — like last season leading up to the 

playoffs — and with good linemates (like Blake Coleman and Mikael 
Backlund, for example) in the middle six, it’s reasonable to expect Dube 
to have a productive year. — Hailey Salvian and Julian McKenzie 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Seth Jarvis: Jarvis has gotten off to a strong start in the NHL. If it wasn’t 
such a deep rookie class, he probably would have gotten more hype for 
the 40 points he tallied in 68 games last season. Based on that, he’s 
projected to be worth 2.0 wins already. Maybe that’s a bit high this soon 
into his career, but if he builds on Year 1, he could reach it. Continuing 
on Sebastian Aho’s wing puts him in an ideal position to break out. — 
Shayna Goldman 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Alex Vlasic: Vlasic was given NHL games last season largely because he 
signed following his college season. He’s going to have to earn his 
opportunities this season. So far, he’s doing just that and has been 
paired with No. 1 defenseman Seth Jones during camp. Vlasic has size 
at 6-foot-6, can skate, is comfortable with the puck on his stick and has 
worked to become more physical in the defensive zone. — Scott Powers 

Alex Vlasic with the end-to-end rush pic.twitter.com/yohLXvHQIn 

— Scott Powers (@ByScottPowers) July 12, 2022 

Colorado Avalanche 

Artturi Lehkonen: Lehkonen has shown a knack for scoring big goals in 
the big moments, including the game-winner in the decisive Game 6 of 
the  Stanley Cup Final against the Lightning and an overtime winner 
against Edmonton to send Colorado to the Final. He will be playing with 
offensively skilled linemates, which wasn’t always the case when he was 
with Montreal, figuring to be in the Avalanche’s top-six forward group and 
an option for the top power-play unit. — Peter Baugh 

The #Avs are down to one group. 

Lehkonen-MacKinnon-Rantanen 

Rodrigues-Newhook-Nichushkin 

Meyers-Compher-O’Connor 

Blidh-Sedlak-Kaut 

Maltsev-Megna-Bowers 

D: Toews, Makar, Girard, Johnson, Manson, Girard, MacDonald 

Georgiev 

Francouz 

Annunen pic.twitter.com/nrUeMDf1S1 

— Peter Baugh (@Peter_Baugh) September 29, 2022 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Jack Roslovic: On a club with Cole Sillinger, Kent Johnson and Kirill 
Marchenko, this may be viewed as an unconventional pick. But 
Roslovic’s game awakened late last season when he played higher in the 
lineup due to Boone Jenner’s back injury. Roslovic may not get a shot to 
skate between Johnny Gaudreau and Patrik Laine on the top line, but he 
looks like a second-line fit with Jakub Voracek and Gus Nyquist, which 
could lead to favorable matchups. He could find a spot on the top power-
play unit, too. His offensive skill has never been in doubt, but his two-way 
game of late has built trust with the coaching staff. — Aaron Portzline 

The Athletic: What will high-powered #CBJ wingers Johnny Gaudreau 
and Patrik Laine need out of the center who lands between them? 

Boone Jenner, Jack Roslovic and Cole Sillinger each bring something 
different to the table in pursuit of No. 1 job.https://t.co/1eQNqjTTVj 
pic.twitter.com/XiYNTKMEfu 
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— Aaron Portzline (@Aportzline) September 23, 2022 

Dallas Stars 

Nils Lundkvist: The difficult part about this question is that it’s still up in 
the air which players will make the Stars roster. If any of Wyatt Johnston, 
Logan Stankoven or Mavrik Bourque see NHL time this season, they 
would be prime candidates. However, Lundkvist is more of a sure thing to 
be a regular, and he’s looked good early in camp. He should get a good 
look on the second power-play unit, too. — Saad Yousuf 

Miro Heiskanen on playing with Nils Lundkvist: "He’s a great skater. He 
can move the puck well. There’s a lot of similarities with me. We both like 
to play with the puck but still can play good defense. I like to play with 
him." 

— Saad Yousuf (@SaadYousuf126) September 30, 2022 

Detroit Red Wings 

Filip Zadina: Perhaps no Red Wings player needed the fresh start of a 
new coach more than Zadina, and the 22-year-old winger has hit the 
ground running under Derek Lalonde. After signing a three-year contract 
extension this offseason, Zadina was one of the standouts of training 
camp and the early preseason. The struggle for Zadina to this point in his 
career has been finishing his chances — a surprise, considering his 
reputation entering the league as a pure goal scorer. But he buried one in 
the preseason opener and has been all over the puck since shortly after 
camp opened. If he can keep that up, this could be the year he breaks 
through — which would provide a massive boost for the Red Wings. — 
Max Bultman 

Edmonton Oilers 

Ryan McLeod: McLeod gets a full season under Jay Woodcroft, a coach 
who pushed him to be more assertive offensively when they worked 
together in AHL Bakersfield. That should work to his benefit. The Oilers 
now view McLeod as a bona fide top-nine player. He can center what 
should be a strong third line and capitalize on advantageous matchups or 
be bumped up to the top six and ride shotgun with Connor McDavid or 
Leon Draisaitl. Second-unit power-play minutes are in the cards, too. 
McLeod had 21 points last season. Doubling that total shouldn’t be out of 
the question in a contract year. — Daniel Nugent-Bowman 

Florida Panthers 

Rudolfs Balcers: There aren’t a ton of breakout candidates in South 
Florida. There are, though, a few stars and plenty of known commodities. 
Anton Lundell, for example, is a recent first-round pick who had 18 goals 
last season. Gustav Forsling is on track to be Aaron Ekblad’s new 
partner, but how big a jump can he really make? So we’re going with 
Balcers, an offseason pickup who may well end up on Aleksander 
Barkov’s right wing. Sure, he’s 25, and his career high in goals is 11, but 
the Barkov effect is no joke. — Sean Gentille 

Los Angeles Kings 

Quinton Byfield: Well, I’d imagine the Kings would like this to be the 
breakout year for Byfield. The 20-year-old is best known right now for 
being the No. 2 pick in the 2020 draft, behind Alexis Lafrenière. But this 
feels like the time for the 6-foot-5 center to start making a real impact in 
the NHL. The point production isn’t there yet, but he’s played only 46 
games. There is too much size, skating and ability for him to not be a 
consequential player. He’ll be in a good role as the Kings’ third-line 
center and can still develop and earn more prime assignments as the 
season goes along. Do they need him to put up 60 or 70 points? No. But 
as he works toward being a top-six pivot, Byfield can flourish behind 
Anze Kopitar and Phillip Danault. Third lines often make the difference 
for contending teams. L.A. is thinking playoffs again, and Byfield can start 
moving the needle there. — Eric Stephens 

It is about the process for Quinton Byfield, who looks to reclaim the 
confidence he lost at times over his rookie season. 
@LAKingshttps://t.co/ug6hPYiHqF 

— Eric Stephens (@icemancometh) September 19, 2022 

Minnesota Wild 

Matt Boldy: Boldy made his NHL debut Jan. 6 in his hometown of Boston, 
scored the winning goal and never left. He scored 10 points in his first 10 
games and finished with 15 goals and 39 points in 47 games. That pace 
over 82 games would have meant a rookie-leading 26 goals and 68 
points. Now, he had instant chemistry with Kevin Fiala, who has since 
been traded to the Kings. But the Wild feel the 21-year-old Boldy is 
actually the one who drove that line and is ready to erupt. Watching him 
in training camp, he looks ready to. — Michael Russo 

#mnwild opening night lineup and power-play units starting to crystallize, 
and it includes spots for Marco Rossi and Calen Addison 

MY STORY>>> https://t.co/6pP9opz4pO 

— Michael Russo (@RussoHockey) September 30, 2022 

Montreal Canadiens 

Mike Matheson: It would be easy to name Cole Caufield here, but let’s 
mix it up and go with the newly acquired Matheson, who at 28 is poised 
to become the No. 1 defenseman for an NHL team for the first time in his 
career. You could argue that Matheson had his breakout season in 2021-
22 in Pittsburgh, but all the power-play usage and extra ice time give him 
the chance to reach new heights. — Marc Antoine Godin 

“Sometimes as a defenceman, it’s almost great if you get to the end of 
the game and people are like, ‘Huh, I didn’t really notice him.’ That’s 
actually a good thing." – Mike Matheson 

On the Canadiens' young defence and the mental challenge of 
opportunity: https://t.co/ljxOXzHxPN 

— Arpon Basu (@ArponBasu) September 27, 2022 

Nashville Predators 

Philip Tomasino: The pickings are slim for the Preds, filled as they are 
with established players — several of whom are hoping to duplicate big 
seasons — and light as they are on young players on a breakthrough 
trajectory. Tanner Jeannot was last year’s breakout player, and he’s back 
to lead the “Herd Line.” Eeli Tolvanen and Dante Fabbro are looking at 
reduced roles. Tomasino is in line for a top-six opportunity, likely playing 
with Ryan Johansen and Nino Niederreiter, and the Preds need him to 
capitalize. — Joe Rexrode 

New Jersey Devils 

Dawson Mercer: Mercer was thrown into a top-six role early in his NHL 
career in place of an injured Jack Hughes, and he thrived as the 2C 
alongside Jesper Bratt. His game wilted a bit when he moved back to the 
third line, but then he rebounded when he shifted to second-line wing. 
Mercer should pick up where he left off — and if that means back on the 
wing to stay in the top six, alongside Hughes or Nico Hischier, he’s in a 
position to be the Devils’ breakout player. — Shayna Goldman 

New York Islanders 

Oliver Wahlstrom: There may not be a player who benefits more from the 
coaching change to Lane Lambert than the No. 11 pick in the 2018 draft. 
Wahlstom has already spoken about how he was “too hard on (him)self” 
throughout his difficult 2021-22 season, and it’s fair to wonder if some of 
former coach Barry Trotz’s public criticisms only made things worse. 
Wahlstrom still has some work to do if he’s to become an everyday 
player, but there should be opportunities for him, considering the 
Islanders’ thin forward group. — Kevin Kurz 

 Holmstrom making an impression 

 Wahlstrom's fresh start 

 Lambert "not married" to Identity Line 
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Latest on training camp as #Isles open preseason tonight at the Garden 
  https://t.co/wF0hir2Pgh 

— Kevin Kurz (@KKurzNHL) September 26, 2022 

New York Rangers 

K’Andre Miller: He finished last season as one of the young Rangers 
whose game was trending way up, and there’s no reason to think Miller, 
in just his sixth year playing defense, will have a down year. His skating 
is elite, he’s become a much more confident player in all three zones and 
he could become a real threat offensively. Adam Fox gets the love, but 
Miller could become the Rangers’ best all-around D-man this season. — 
Arthur Staple 

K’Andre Miller is coming on fast: Inside his evolution from scouting 
conundrum to Rangers defensive stalwart 

via @TheAthletic https://t.co/a4SkpDlYMS 

— Arthur Staple (@StapeAthletic) April 29, 2022 

Ottawa Senators 

Tim Stützle: On the surface, this might be a strange pick. After all, the 
Senators just inked Tim Stützle to an eight-year, $66.8 million contract — 
so clearly the expectations are already ratcheted up for the young center. 
But Stützle is probably poised for a huge breakout campaign. He 
collected 31 points in his final 30 games last season, looking every bit 
like the dynamic and creative player Ottawa thought it was getting when 
it selected him at No. 3 in the 2020 NHL Draft. Now that he’s flanked by 
proven wingers in Alex DeBrincat and Claude Giroux, it feels like Stützle 
is poised to ascend to another stratosphere. — Ian Mendes 

Tim Stützle and Pierre Dorion shocked Sens fans with an 8-year contract 
on Wednesday, locking in another core piece in Ottawa. 

"They want to be here. They want to win here." 

A look at yet another surprising and positive day in the 'Summer of 
Pierre.'https://t.co/wq9QIVKXWc 

— Ian Mendes (@ian_mendes) September 8, 2022 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Owen Tippett: Tippett racked up scoring chances after being traded to 
Philadelphia. He simply struggled to finish on them. For a player who has 
been viewed as a sniper at every level other than the NHL, he certainly 
has the natural shooting talent to improve in that area. And given that he 
was the headliner in the package that sent Claude Giroux out of 
Philadelphia, the Flyers are especially invested in being patient with him. 
Don’t expect a massive breakout, but Tippett could certainly make the 
jump to 20 goals as a bit of a post-hype sleeper, as long as he doesn’t 
end up in John Tortorella’s doghouse. — Charlie O’Connor 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Ty Smith: There’s a chance that Smith will begin the season in the AHL, 
but it seems like it’s just a matter of time before he makes an impact at 
the NHL level. Coming off a rough sophomore season with the Devils, 
Smith was traded this summer. His offensive skill was very much on 
display in the early days of camp, and he’s not played on a team of this 
nature before. Sidney Crosby and Evgeni Malkin love to incorporate 
offensive-minded defensemen into the attack, and Smith should 
eventually find himself right at home in Pittsburgh. — Josh Yohe 

So, uh, @penguins have some stuff to work on … but maybe Drew 
O’Connor and Ty Smith showed they work in this lineup. My story for 
@TheAthleticNHL https://t.co/FqmZoG0vBx 

— Rob Rossi (@Real_RobRossi) September 28, 2022 

San Jose Sharks 

Noah Gregor: Gregor finished last season tied for 73rd among forwards 
in shots on goal at five-on-five, with 137. Among the 84 forwards with at 

least 135, none converted fewer of them into goals than Gregor. His 
high-end speed creates plenty of opportunities, but a mixture of finishing 
trouble and bad luck left him with only eight goals in 2021-22. He could 
double that this year, even without much individual improvement. And if 
Gregor has improved his ability to finish, 20-plus goals is a potential 
outcome. — Corey Masisak 

Seattle Kraken 

Matty Beniers: Maybe it’s a bit bold to say a player is going to have a 
breakout year in his rookie season, but there have already been glimpses 
of star power from Beniers. His flashy 10-game stint at the NHL level in 
2021-22 gave him a chance to get his feet wet and adapt to the game’s 
speed. There were some five-on-five lapses that his production masked, 
but he was joining a much different team than the one that’s set to open 
the season. With a more offensively talented core, he should be in a 
position to have a breakout year and start his path to becoming the star 
player the Kraken drafted. — Shayna Goldman 

After ranking dead last in pipeline rankings last season, the Kraken made 
a jump into the top half. 

"Matty Beniers and Shane Wright are two centers they can build their 
franchise around for the next decade."@coreypronman has 
more:https://t.co/hV8n8UJdFg 

— The Athletic NHL (@TheAthleticNHL) August 24, 2022 

St. Louis Blues 

Jake Neighbours: Well, Robert Thomas and Jordan Kyrou aren’t eligible 
anymore, right? They had 70-plus-point seasons and signed eight-year, 
$65 million contracts. With such a veteran-laden roster, the next 
candidate in line is the winger Neighbours. The 2020 first-round pick is 
just 20 years old, so it may not happen this year, but he has the tools — 
some skill along with an edge — and may have an opportunity to play in 
the top nine depending on how training camp shakes out. Typically, it 
takes time, as we saw with Thomas and Kyrou, but Neighbours does 
have the potential. — Jeremy Rutherford 

ICYMI: Seven pivotal Blues players for 2022-23, and how they look in 
training camp. https://t.co/RX2l9Hu1M1 #stlblues 

— Jeremy Rutherford (@jprutherford) September 29, 2022 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Brandon Hagel: It might seem weird to think of a guy coming off a 25-
goal season as a potential breakout player. But with Hagel, last season’s 
big trade-deadline acquisition for the Lightning, there’s a good chance at 
more offense in a full season with the team. He scored just four goals in 
22 games with Tampa Bay in 2021-22 (two in 22 games in the playoffs), 
but he got banged up in the second round and sounds a lot more 
comfortable coming into this season. He’ll likely have a top-six role and 
potentially regular power-play time with Ondrej Palat gone and Anthony 
Cirelli sidelined the first two months. — Joe Smith 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Nicolas Aubé-Kubel: The Leafs have a handful of potential candidates 
here but no surefire pick. That said, Aubé-Kubel has produced better 
than two points per 60 at even strength in recent years while playing with 
weak linemates in a depth role. We know from his time with the 
Avalanche and Flyers that he’s a puck hound who can fit in well on a 
checking line, but if he gets a chance with more skilled linemates in 
Toronto, there could be more offense there. And Auston Matthews has 
already mentioned NAK as one player who has really impressed him in 
camp. (Dark-horse alternative pick? Goaltender Ilya Samsonov, who 
showed flashes of being a starter in Washington.) — James Mirtle 

Vancouver Canucks 

Nils Hoglander: Andrei Kuzmenko is a rookie or he’d be my pick, the 
ceiling Elias Pettersson has to hit is too high, and for now, the Canucks 
aren’t utilizing Vasili Podkolzin on the power play … which brings us to 
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Hoglander, the club’s pint-sized five-on-five rate-scoring ace whose role 
diminished significantly after the club’s coaching change last season. 
Hoglander has been a standout at camp and is working the bumper on 
Vancouver’s second power-play unit — and with Brock Boeser and Ilya 
Mikheyev sidelined for now, he could have a major opportunity. If he can 
seize it and maintain his role on the power play, the 21-year-old could flirt 
with 40 points or more. — Thomas Drance 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Paul Cotter: Vegas’ fourth-round pick in 2018, Cotter has impressed in 
each of his preseason opportunities and appears ready to make the jump 
to the NHL. The 22-year-old winger scored 19 goals last season for the 
AHL’s Silver Knights and should compete for bottom-six minutes with the 
big club this season. Cotter plays with a snarl that gets him into 
dangerous areas around the net and has enough skill to finish plays once 
he’s there. I’m not sure if there’s room for him to make the opening-night 
roster, but I think he gets a chance at some point in the season, and it 
wouldn’t surprise me if he sticks. — Jesse Granger 

For the second game in the last 24 hours, Paul Cotter was excellent. 

More on Cotter, Jack Eichel’s impressive preseason debut, updating the 
Vegas goalie competition, and other observations from the first 2 
preseason games. 

On @TheAthleticNHL–https://t.co/xDiBCEwi8S 

— Jesse Granger (@JesseGranger_) September 27, 2022 

Washington Capitals 

Martin Fehervary: An excellent skater who also possesses a surprising 
amount of poise for his age, Fehervary outperformed most expectations 
in his first full NHL season. Among rookie defensemen, the 22-year-old 
Slovak ranked first in hits (251) and goals (eight), tied for second in plus-
minus (plus-15) and was sixth in blocked shots (117). He also ranked 
third in average ice time (19:39) among Caps blueliners. If defense is a 
position that typically requires a few years to master, Fehervary is ahead 
of schedule. And given his standout athleticism and work ethic, it’s not 
hard to imagine him taking a big step forward as a sophomore. — Tarik 
El-Bashir 

This season, the #Caps are going to wear a franchise-record five (5!) 
uniforms. That’s A LOT of jerseys, socks, helmets, gloves and pants. 
Some deets on the what, when, where and why  : 
https://t.co/rr0tQq3HJQ 

— Tarik El-Bashir (@Tarik_ElBashir) September 30, 2022 

Winnipeg Jets 

Nikolaj Ehlers: Ehlers has quietly led the Jets in points per minute of ice 
time over the past three seasons. Now he has a spot on the top line with 
Mark Scheifele and Kyle Connor — and a spot on the No. 1 power-play 
unit early in camp. The deck is finally stacked in favor of Winnipeg’s most 
underrated offensive player. — Murat Ates 

NHL: Winnipeg Jets stock WATCH: Training camp risers, fallers and 
question marks … https://t.co/wwEFBZAmFQ @WPGMurat 
@TheAthleticNHL 

— Kingshark Sports (@KingsharkSports) September 29, 2022 

The Athletic LOADED: 10.02.2022 
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ESPN / How the Seattle Kraken kept their new mascot Buoy a secret 

 

Ryan S. Clark 

 

SEATTLE -- A presentation was taking place inside a conference room at 
the Seattle Kraken's practice facility when one of the doors began to 
slowly open. 

Panic began taking shape at that moment. 

This forced a 6-foot-tall, furry, blue troll with an anchor hoop earring 
dangling on his left side and a blue tentacle hanging from his right ear to 
find a hiding spot. It made everyone else inside the room burst into 
laughter, right after the person who tried going into the room was told it 
was not a good time. 

Now you know the lengths the Kraken are willing to go to keep a secret. 

At that time, less than 50 people on the planet had even seen Buoy. That 
changed Saturday when the Kraken introduced their mascot to the rest of 
the world by having him rappel from the Climate Pledge Arena rafters 
before a preseason game against the Vancouver Canucks. 

It was no secret the Kraken were going to have a mascot. Everything 
else, however, was a mystery. Nobody knew what name they would 
choose or what the mascot would even look like, until now. 

Hundreds of ideas and names were submitted in the Kraken's quest for a 
mascot. From it all came Buoy. His backstory is that he is the nephew of 
the Fremont Troll, the iconic Seattle sculpture that inspired his creation. 
The name was chosen because the Kraken kept coming back to how it 
sounded for a mascot. 

"We looked at all the characters in this area and we wanted to make sure 
that what we brought was going to be unique. We didn't want to be like 
anybody else," Kraken vice president of entertainment experience and 
production Lamont Buford said. "When you look at a lot of mascots in 
sports, you can tell which mascots that were generated from looking at 
another mascot. We wanted to make sure we avoided that." 

Creating a mascot comes with obstacles -- especially in the post-Gritty 
era in which already-high expectations are even higher for what is often a 
subjective task. The goal for the Kraken was to find a mascot that felt 
local. But that request also came with limitations. They did not want to 
have an octopus for a mascot because that already belongs to the Detroit 
Red Wings. 

They also did not want to use a kraken. The argument is that nobody 
knows what a kraken looks like. And because of that, they wanted to 
keep that mystery going but still have a mascot that could strike the right 
tone. 

"We talk about the kraken as living in the theater of the mind. It's a 
mysterious beast. We don't want to be a cartoon brand which is why we 
have not revealed the full kraken," Kraken senior vice president of 
marketing and communications Katie Townsend said. "It was a fairly 
obvious choice that we would not go with a kraken, but would do a deep 
dive led by Lamont and team to examine what is the right mascot for the 
city, for the fans and for the brand." 

Buford said Buoy's blue fur matches the shade of the team's color 
scheme. His hair is a nod to hockey hair, while also paying homage to 
the long hair famously associated with Squatch, the longtime mascot of 
the Seattle SuperSonics. The tentacle dangling from the ear is a way to 
let fans know Buoy "had an encounter with a kraken," while his earring is 
the same anchor used as the team's shoulder patch. 

To Buford's knowledge, the only team that has a troll for a mascot is 
Trinity Christian College, an NAIA school in Illinois. 

Going with something that was unique meant the Kraken wanted to test 
Buoy with different focus groups to make sure his look was both family- 
and adult-friendly. That way, the team could send an inviting presence 
out into the community for events like birthday parties or festivals. 

One of the ways to do that was to make Buoy have a squeaky nose. He 
also has a removable tooth so he can look like a hockey player, and a 
dance called the "Buoy Boogie" that he will do at various times. 
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It even extends to how Buoy signs his name. The B is designed to look 
like a buoy with flashing lights, while the tail from the Y continues to go 
underneath his name in a wavelike pattern. 

The process began in 2020, with the organization asking if they needed a 
mascot. Buford and Townsend said the Kraken kept hearing from fans 
that they wanted one. So they took on the challenge, spoke with different 
stakeholders within the organization and began brainstorming. 

Eventually, the team narrowed it to nine ideas, with Buoy being the 
eventual winner. 

"Some of them are things you could have imagined what they would have 
been," Townsend said. "There were some that were abstract like a 
Squatch. We looked at marine life. We looked at things associated with a 
kraken. It would never be Squatch. We hope the Sonics will come back 
someday, and that is the Sonics' mascot." 

Of course, as all this was being discussed, Buford and Townsend also 
kept an eye on the door to make sure nobody else knew about the 
mascot. Secrecy has become a significant part of the Kraken's operation. 
It was like that when it came to their logo and uniform design, and 
nobody knew for certain they were hiring coach Dave Hakstol until they 
issued a release saying they had hired the former Philadelphia Flyers 
coach to be the first in team history. 

Buford's team designed Buoy, so they were in constant contact. 
Townsend's team did not see it until May. The Kraken's executive 
ownership team saw Buoy in September, while the Kraken's players met 
the mascot about a week before the release. 

There were several questions the Kraken had to answer prior to Buoy's 
introduction. Perhaps one of the most important was how he would be 
received by fans and the hockey world at large? 

Mascots can often be a polarizing topic. Some people love them. Others 
could go without them for a number of reasons. Everything from the 
name to how they look, along with other nuances, can become social 
media fodder for at least a few days. 

How does a team that spends years working on a mascot prepare for the 
potential criticism that could come its way? 

"I think with a mascot, I almost expect it to be 50-50," Townsend said. 
"It's very divisive. People feel very passionate. Not everyone is a mascot 
person, and that's also fine. I think what we do is our due diligence with 
our focus groups ... and we feel we've created a mascot that is fun and 
fits our brand, then we're going to go forward with the launch." 

ESPN LOADED: 10.02.2022 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks Takeaways: Clock ticking for team to gel ahead 
of important season 

 

Staff 

 

NHL Preseason Highlights: Kraken 4, Canucks 0 

The Vancouver Canucks' finely-crafted plan to continue building 
confidence, momentum and a winning culture has hit a little snag: the 
team is now winless in four pre-season games. 

The Canucks fell to 0-2-2 and have scored just five goals after a fairly 
dismal 4-0 loss Saturday in Seattle against the Kraken. 

It’s only pre-season for the National Hockey League, but the Canucks 
have looked little like the team that was glorious in defeat last season, 
missing the playoffs despite finishing 32-15-10 under Bruce Boudreau 
after a December coaching coach. 

After blowing a two-goal, third-period lead on Thursday when a spartan 
Kraken lineup rallied for a 4-3 overtime win at Rogers Arena, the 
Canucks just didn’t look competitive in Saturday’s rematch. They were 
outshot 11-4 in the first period – at one point, shot attempts were 18-4 – 
and made it to the final period trailing 1-0 only because goalie Thatcher 
Demko was easily the best Canuck. 

He looked like the Demko of last season. Too much so. 

The Canucks relied an extraordinary amount on him last year, and unless 
Demko was excellent, the team didn’t win. Boudreau has stated the 
importance of changing that this season, making it easier on their MVP. 
Demko was outstanding on Saturday and it still didn’t matter as the 
Kraken scored three third-period goals, two on needless turnovers and 
one into an empty-netter, to improve to 3-0 on home ice in the pre-
season. 

The second-year expansion team has outscored the Canucks, Edmonton 
Oilers and Calgary Flames 10-0 in Seattle. 

Even with a lineup that included three NHL-calibre forward lines and five 
NHL defencemen, the Canucks looked slow and sloppy with the puck 
and were significantly outplayed by the Kraken, which outscored 
Vancouver 7-0 over four-plus periods. The Kraken finished 32 points 
behind the Canucks last season. 

“We couldn’t handle their speed a little bit,” Boudreau said. “And 
consequently, they get the (scoring) opportunities. We’re going to get 
better, but it’s just not happening as quick as I’d like it to.” 

The coach has three more pre-season games, starting Monday in 
Edmonton, to get his team together. 

TURNOVER AND ITS OVER 

Down 1-0 to start the third, Canucks defenceman Tyler Myers blindly 
reversed the puck to the Kraken behind his own net in the opening 
minute, which left defence partner Jack Rathbone in no-man’s land and 
allowed Yanni Gourde to bury an open shot from the low slot at 58 
seconds. 

Six minutes later, Vancouver blue-liner Tucker Poolman forced a pass 
that was intercepted, then fell while trying to turn 180 degrees in 
transition, gifting Gourde a breakaway that he finished with a short-side 
deke on Demko to make it 3-0 at 7:15. 

That was terrible puck management by two veteran defencemen. 

Myers, at least, did some positive things, finishing with four shots on net 
– three of them good scoring chances – and led his team with a shot-
share of 60.7 per cent. 

There was nothing redeeming about Poolman’s game. He had one hit 
and three blocks but was crushed territorially, finishing with a 25 per cent 
Corsi, and an expected-goals-for of 11.1 per cent. It’s encouraging that 
10 days since training camp opened, Poolman remains healthy after 
missing all but four minutes of the final three months of last season due 
to neurological complications from migraines. 

But not only does he still look nothing like a player worthy of the $10-
million, four-year contract he was bestowed as a free agent before last 
season, he hasn’t looked like an NHL player so far. 

MEANWHILE, BACK ON DEFENCE 

While there has been a great deal of public focus and debate about what 
will/should happen at the top of the Canuck defence with Quinn Hughes 
experimenting on the right side, his off-side, there are guys other than 
Poolman genuinely battling for places in the bottom half. 

Rathbone has been good since camp opened but had his quietest of 
three exhibition games on Saturday. Kyle Burroughs played a spirited 
game on Thursday, and veteran Luke Schenn countered with his own 
physicality on Saturday. 
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The robust right-shot blue-liner had two hits and a knockdown on his first 
shift and finished the game with four hits and three blocks. The Canucks 
weren’t hard to play against, but Schenn certainly was. 

“My personal opinion is we need to have a little more poise with the puck 
in the D-zone,” Schenn said. “And when we don’t have the puck, we’re 
stick checking, we’re too soft. 

“We need to figure out what hard-to-play-against means and what that 
feels like. That’s the only chance you have of winning in this league.” 

No wonder general manager Patrik Allvin declared before the last trade 
deadline that Schenn was essential to his plans, given the player’s 
character and leadership qualities. It seems unlikely that Boudreau won’t 
feel the same way about Schenn and his lineup if the two-time Stanley 
Cup winner continues to play with this level of bite while leading by 
example. 

THUMB UP AND THUMB DOWN 

It was nice to see fourth-liner Dakota Joshua display his size and 
physicality for a second straight game, matching Schenn’s four hits. But 
until a couple of sustained offensive-zone shifts in the third period, he 
and experienced linemates Jason Dickinson and Curtis Lazar had 
negligible impact on momentum, let alone the score. 

Like Joshua, Lazar was a tactical free-agent addition in July, signed from 
Boston to give the Canucks a more robust and legitimate fourth line that 
would be difficult to play against. Like their team at the moment, they 
have a ways to go. 

Gourde praises Kraken's commitment to defensive hockey after another 
home shutout win 

POWERLESS PLAY 

With the lineup they dressed, the Canucks should have been better. The 
same goes for their power play. But the ineffectiveness of the man-
advantage units was a little more understandable because Vancouver 
went without Hughes, Elias Pettersson and Andrei Kuzmenko. 

Those three players – the elite PP quarterback, the best player of the 
Canucks’ camp and pre-season, and the tantalizingly-skilled newcomer – 
contributed to a 2-for-5 performance in Thursday’s OT loss to the Kraken. 

Without them, the first unit Saturday looked plodding and predictable. 
The Canucks had only two power plays, but they came nearly back-to-
back late in the second period when the score was 1-0. The top unit, 
which included first-stringers J.T. Miller and Bo Horvat, failed during the 
first opportunity to even set up in the offensive zone. And on the second 
chance, they generated only a flubbed shot for Tanner Pearson. There 
was no sizzle or speed without Hughes, Pettersson and Kuzmenko. 

THE VIEW FROM 20,000 FEET 

Second-overall 2021 draft pick Matty Beniers scored the opening goal for 
the Kraken, beating Demko in the second period with a shot that 
appeared to clip the stick of Canuck defenceman Oliver Ekman-Larsson. 
During his 10-game (and nine-point) NHL cameo at the end of last 
season, Beniers, 19, was the most dangerous Seattle player when the 
Kraken played the Canucks. 

Shane Wright, 18, the fourth-overall pick in July, was tough to spot in two 
pre-season games against the Canucks. He still projects to be a Trevor 
Linden-type player in the NHL. But Beniers could be Mike Modano. We’re 
just saying. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Jake Allen signing part of wise Canadiens rebuild strategy 

Allen wants to 'leave this jersey in a better spot' after his career with 
Canadiens 

 

Eric Engels 

 

What do you see when you watch Thomas Chabot? 

When I watch the 25-year-old Ottawa Senator, I see one of the 32 best 
defencemen in the NHL. A smooth-skating thoroughbred. A big-minute-
logging, talented, versatile player who’s well on his way to what will be a 
highly successful career. 

But I often think about what Chabot was before he got to Ottawa and how 
he had the potential to become a top-five defenceman in this league by 
now and would probably be considered that already if he had been 
properly insulated through the first 300 games of his career. 

I think about all these talented, young players who have come through 
Ottawa in recent years and dealt with similar circumstances. 

I think about another 25-year-old named Colin White. A centreman who 
was drafted 21st overall by the Senators in 2015, promoted full-time to 
the NHL in 2017, signed to a six-year, $28.5-million contract in 2019 and 
pushed into a role that would have him facing off against some of the 
league’s best players at his position. All this without enjoying the benefit 
of having someone else above him in the lineup to carry some of the 
burden. 

I think about how White had his contract bought out in 2022 and about 
how his experience now makes it entirely unlikely he’ll ever fulfill the 
promise everyone saw in him early in his career. 

Save $50 for a limited time! 

To get fans ready for puck drop, Sportsnet NOW is having a sale on the 
PREMIUM Annual Pass! Get your pass for $199.99 + tax (reg. $249.99) 
and stream over 1,000 national and out-of-market games. Sale ends Oct. 
23, 2022. 

The Senators chose to scorch earth as a rebuild model. They weren’t the 
first team and won’t be the last to strip away almost all the veterans from 
their roster to collect as many future assets as possible and get 
themselves into the premium draft positions required to re-emerge as 
contenders. With that said, I wonder if it really will all come together for 
them as they now finally step into their competitive window. 

There’s no question Brady Tkachuk, Tim Stutzle, Josh Norris, Drake 
Batherson and Chabot are exceptional players. But will they suffer a bit in 
those crucial moments to come for having not been exposed during key 
developmental years to enough good veterans who could’ve insulated 
them on the ice and shown them what goes into winning off of it? 

Perhaps some of the moves for good veterans Senators GM Pierre 
Dorion made this past off-season will help mitigate that potential 
roadblock. 

We’ll find out, I suppose. 

But I think Jeff Gorton and Kent Hughes have taken a less risky 
approach to guiding the Montreal Canadiens through the rebuild process. 

The executive vice president of hockey operations and his general 
manager want to ensure their young players evolve in a healthy 
environment. The moves they’re making (and not making) are completely 
in that vein—even if some of them could prohibit the Canadiens from 
landing as high up in the draft order as the Senators have over the last 
number of years. 

Gorton and Hughes could’ve tried to move Christian Dvorak this past off-
season but wanted to keep the 26-year-old centre in place to insulate 23-
year-old Nick Suzuki and 21-year-old Kirby Dach. They could’ve moved 
Jeff Petry exclusively for futures but brought back 28-year-old Mike 
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Matheson from Pittsburgh to help ensure they aren’t fully throwing their 
young, talented defencemen into a fire they’re unprepared for. 

They could’ve handed the starting goaltending position to 23-year-old 
Cayden Primeau and traded Jake Allen over the summer for a draft pick 
but instead decided to hold Allen and sign him to a two-year, $7.7-million 
extension on Saturday, and I think it’s all smart business. 

The Montreal roster is still constructed to achieve the type of result that 
will likely yield a high draft pick next summer. It could be constructed in 
such a way to guarantee it, but perhaps at the cost of shattering the 
confidence of the youngsters who will later be expected to develop into 
the players who can carry this team when it’s expected to contend. 

That’s a risk Gorton and Hughes aren’t willing to take, and that’s why 
they signed Allen. 

He’s the right type of veteran to hold onto: A Stanley Cup winner who’s 
willing to forgo another chance at winning in what could still be 
considered the prime years of his career. 

That Allen understands what Gorton and Hughes are trying to do, that 
he’s on board with it, and that he’s putting the team ahead of himself and, 
in doing so, serving as the type of role model you want around your 
young players made the decision to sign him a no-brainer. 

“I want to be part of this process. I really do,” the goaltender told 
reporters after signing his contract Saturday morning. “I think since 
management in the organization changed over the last year, I really see 
what they’re trying to build here and I want to be part of it. And I signed 
up for that and I think that was part of signing the extension here. I feel 
that I want to leave this jersey in a better spot than when I put it on… 

“I’ve had that chance to win, but I want to see these guys win in the 
future and think I can be a big part of that to start this process.” 

'I'll never fill Carey's shoes': Allen on pressure of replacing Price in net 

Considering how Allen conducts himself on and off the ice, there’s a 
good chance he’ll get what he wants. 

“First, he’s an excellent person. The type you want in your culture,” said 
Canadiens coach Martin St. Louis after Allen spoke. “Second, he’s an 
excellent goalie. 

“It’s not just stopping pucks that he brings; he’s a leader, a very good 
example for our young guys with the way he comports himself. He’s a 
professional.” 

So is Sean Monahan, who came to the Canadiens (along with a premium 
draft pick) as a salary dump for the Calgary Flames this past summer. 

He will help Dvorak play that critical role of insulating Montreal’s young 
centres. 

The Canadiens didn’t have to re-sign Chris Wideman, but they gave him 
a new contract and they’ll likely look for more veteran help on the blue 
line to ensure Kaiden Guhle, Jordan Harris, Justin Barron and Arber 
Xhekaj aren’t rushed or overexposed. 

The need to do this at the goaltending position is even greater, and not 
just because it’s so hard to find good talent there. 

As Allen pointed out on Saturday, the development process for 
goaltenders is longer than it is for other types of players. 

“I think it took me eight or nine years in the professional ranks to really 
figure out what would work for me and what my game looks like and 
where my game should be,” he said, adding that the last four years of his 
12 in the pros have been his best. 

Now he’s paying it forward, and doing so on a deal that is not only cost-
effective given his talent and standing in the league but also fits well with 
what he wants from a personal standpoint. 

The 32-year-old is happy to be a bit closer in proximity to his home 
province of New Brunswick, and he’s happy to be valued for who and 

what he is at this stage of his career in a system where middle-class 
players are getting the short end of the stick in free agency. 

How Montreal Canadiens plan to develop young players and bring them 
to full potential 

Allen could’ve played out the season, hoped for good results and waited 
for a contender to call on his services on the open market, but as he put 
it, “The grass isn’t always greener (on the other side).” 

There was no reason for the Canadiens to wait. They’ve put a premium 
on properly developing their young players so that those players are 
given the best possible avenue to later fulfill their potential. 

If all goes well, Primeau, with Allen’s help, will become the goaltender 
many thought he would be when the Canadiens brought him in after two 
banner years in the NCAA. 

And if Allen does his job right and continues to play as he has over his 
last two years with Montreal—as a reliable goaltender with reasonable 
statistics considering the roster in front of him—he can still be moved at a 
later point in time for future assets. 

The contract he signed carries a $3.8-million cap hit but pays him only 
$3.3 million in actual dollars over the final year of it. That, on top of his 
pedigree as a winner and a role model, could make him that much more 
attractive to other teams in two-and-a-half years—even at 35 years old. 

But keeping him around for the next little while buys the Canadiens time 
to build at the goaltending position and serves as less risky team-building 
strategy. 

“I read this quote the other day and it really resonated with me: ‘You 
need guys that are willing to plant trees knowing they’ll never sit in the 
shade,’” said St. Louis. “You need guys like that and Jake is that.” 

I don’t think the Senators are the only team who needed more guys like 
that over the initial years of their rebuild. 

The Edmonton Oilers (through two rebuilds), Buffalo Sabres and Arizona 
Coyotes all come to mind, too. 

I think the Canadiens are wise for going about it differently. 
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Sportsnet.ca / “WE’RE STILL HERE. WE’RE STILL FIGHTING. WE’RE 
STILL PROUD.”  

 

By Sonny Sachdeva 

 

For half a century, the Little NHL has been a symbol and celebration of 
Indigenous unity and joy. Now, after a pandemic-induced hiatus, it’s set 
for a long-awaited return. 

T wo decades on, Kieran Peltier still remembers that day, clear as 
crystal. He remembers standing on the ice under the arched steel roof of 
the Sudbury Community Arena, looking out over the hundreds packing 
the bleachers, an amalgam of family, friends and neighbours, and all the 
others who’d simply come to add to the chorus of cheers. He can still see 
their faces, some he recognized from his home, Wiikwemkoong First 
Nation; some unknown, but familiar still. 

He was eight years old, maybe seven. Young enough to leave tears on 
the ice as the referee tossed him from the championship game. Young 
enough for the devastation to evaporate the moment he saw his team 
win it all anyways. He remembers the medal, the weight of it against his 
chest, the thrill of being able to take it home and marvel at it in solitude. 
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By the time Peltier had that medal around his neck, he’d already 
amassed years of cherished moments at that tournament, the annual 
hockey summit for First Nation youth in Ontario, officially dubbed the 
Little Native Hockey League, but affectionately known as the Little NHL. 
And years more would follow, the magnetic pull of that tournament 
bringing him back, again and again. 

Looking back on it now, the thrill still hasn’t worn off. 

“You know, I played triple-A, I got to play some junior-B, I got to play 
some higher hockey — I played for Team Ontario. But when you step 
onto the ice at Little NHL… it’s something else,” Peltier says. “It’s almost 
indescribable.” 

“The founders of it, at the start, really had to fight, fight, fight to keep it 
going. And they knew the importance of it. Not just the fact of playing 
hockey. They wanted to bring our people together.” 

More than 200 teams representing First Nations throughout Ontario got a 
taste of that feeling the last time the tournament was held, a chance to 
come together, to celebrate, to revel in a collective love of the game. But 
to truly understand the importance of that shared revelry, you have to 
trace the history of the Little NHL back to its roots. To the fight to protect 
that joy. 

“The tournament originally started on Manitoulin Island,” Little NHL vice 
president Chico Ralf says, rewinding back to the inaugural year in 1971. 
“With everything happening in the world, and happening with our First 
Nation peoples, it’s a sad thing how it did start.” 

“It was created in response to racism that was being experienced by 
some of the players in and around the area,” says Marian Jacko, the 
Little NHL’s president. 

Before his days in the big NHL as a player and coach, a teenaged Ted 
Nolan was one of those players, he and the kids he grew up with barred 
from taking their talents outside the borders of Garden River First Nation. 

“I got to play some higher-level hockey — I played for Team Ontario. But 
when you step onto the ice at Little NHL,” Peltier says, “it’s something 
else.” 

“The reason they started it was because a lot of the players, like myself, 
they said we weren’t good enough to play in the triple-A teams in the 
cities that we were close to, or double-A teams that we were close to,” 
says Nolan. 

Adds Jacko: “You would have First Nation players that were eligible to 
play in tournaments, but what would happen is they ended up either not 
being able to participate or, if they were, they ended up just sitting on the 
bench.” 

In response, a group of five community leaders came together to create a 
new tournament, one that opened its doors and granted First Nation 
youth the chance to play for their communities, to showcase the talent 
that was being hidden away. “They wanted to have a tournament for our 
young players that had no place to play,” says Ralf. “Nowhere to go.” 

Nolan was 15 when he first got the chance to play in the Little NHL. His 
sons, Brandon and Jordan — both alums of the big NHL as well — 
played in the tournament when their time came decades later, too. For all 
three of them, it was an experience like no other. “We didn’t have to 
worry about somebody calling us a name or telling us to get back to 
where we’re from,” says Ted. “It’s one of the best hockey experiences I 
ever had growing up.” 

“It’s one of the best hockey experiences I ever had growing up.” 

The Little NHL experience has always been about more than just hockey, 
though. From Day 1, the vision extended far beyond a means of 
determining which community boasted the most skill. It was about uniting 
those communities, about celebrating them. And it was with those goals 
in mind that the tournament’s founders established what they called the 
Little NHL’s ‘four pillars’ during that inaugural tournament: citizenship, 
respect, education and sportsmanship. 

“The founders of it, at the start, really had to fight, fight, fight to keep it 
going. And they knew the importance of it,” says Ralf. “Not just the fact of 
playing hockey. They wanted to bring our people together.” 

Fast-forward half a century, and that seed has blossomed into something 
beautiful, and far-reaching. Those first 17 teams doubled, then tripled, 
the squads from the Manitoulin area soon joined by Moose Factory, then 
by others from southern Ontario who made the trek north. Fifty teams 
turned to 100, and then 200. 

Now, the tournament’s a yearly staple, a week circled on calendars 
months in advance, an atmosphere unrivaled for those who’ve been 
lucky enough to take it in. “The Little NHL is so much more than just a 
hockey tournament — it’s more of an experience that comes with 
hockey,” Peltier says. 

“What I remember the most is the energy in the arena, the sheer energy. 
The pride that people feel,” Jacko says of her first time experiencing it, 
back when her daughters first played. “It’s really something that’s sort of 
indescribable in terms of the feeling.” 

“Anyone that we’ve ever had there, they always say it’s overwhelming — 
‘We’ve never seen anything like it,’” Ralf says. “With First Nation people, 
we are our own society. We are our own distinct peoples. And that’s why 
at the Little NHL, when a player comes, you have the parents come, the 
sisters and brothers, the cousins are coming, the grandparents are 
coming. … When they come, everyone comes.” 

Adds Jacko: “It’s Standing Room Only most of the time, even for the little 
ones. Because you have grandparents, aunties, uncles, cousins — 
everybody up in the stands watching and cheering on their little one.” 

“You know, just for a little tyke game, eight in the morning, you can have 
a couple hundred people watching,” says Ralf with a chuckle. 

You feel it before you even arrive — the pull of that electric atmosphere, 
the familiar warmth waiting for you through the doors of those arenas, the 
sounds of those laughs spilling out of the stands onto the ice. 

“The spark you feel in the air… you don’t even have to be [there] to feel 
the energy, you know? You’re driving there, you’re in the vehicle — you 
can already feel it. You’re amped up, you’re ready to go,” Peltier says. 
“It’s a week long. By the time you leave there, you’re more tired than you 
were when you got into it, because you just visit so much, you laugh so 
much. You’re connecting with everyone. It’s nonstop. 

“Last tournament, there were over 250 teams. So when you factor in the 
amount of people you want to go watch, you might be at the arena all 
day. Seven, eight games a day. … You’re almost at the rink for four days 
straight. But it doesn’t matter, because you’re surrounded by people you 
care about, by people who care about you, by people who are similar.” 

“The spark you feel in the air, you don’t even have to be there to feel the 
energy, you know? You’re driving there, you’re in the vehicle — you can 
already feel it. You’re amped up, you’re ready to go.” 

Those bonds off the ice are the core of all the Little NHL means to the 
hundreds who’ve made the annual journey. They’re the true reason 
everyone keeps coming back. 

“To us, we look at it not just as a hockey tournament — it’s more like a 
gathering of our peoples,” Ralf says. “It is such an event, a lot of people 
don’t understand. Especially the communities in the north. … They 
actually do fundraising and raise money all year to come to the Little NHL 
for their one yearly event. That might be the only time that they actually 
come off their community, just to go to the Little NHL.” 

“Sometimes the Little NHL is the only time that families get to see one 
another,” adds Jacko. “You’ll have families who go a whole year, and the 
only time they get together is at the Little NHL.” 

Amid all those reunions, there’s also some hockey — boys and girls 
giving their all for their First Nations, sorted into a slew of divisions by 
age and experience, flying around multiple sheets of ice in multiple 
arenas. 
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For those watching from the stands, it’s unforgettable. 

“When my eldest daughter first stepped on the ice wearing that jersey 
that said ‘Wiikwemkoong First Nation,’ I think that was probably the 
proudest moment as a hockey parent,” Jacko says. “She was a pretty 
good hockey player, so she played house league and then she went to 
developmental stream, then she went to play rep. And, yes, I was proud 
of her playing at that level and, yes, I was proud of her every time she 
excelled, and whenever they won a tournament and got a medal. 

“But there is a whole other layer of proud when I saw her step on the ice 
wearing the jersey that had her First Nation on the front. … Seeing her 
out there representing, and just being so absolutely proud to be First 
Nation, and just so absolutely proud to be representing her First Nation.” 

“You know, just for a little tyke game, eight in the morning, you can have 
a couple hundred people watching,” says Ralf. 

The feeling’s much the same in the kids wearing those jerseys down on 
the ice, says Peltier, who himself donned those same Wiikwemkoong 
First Nation threads as a kid. “It gives you that sense of pride, of purpose, 
of belonging, of connection, of unity. … You get to not only represent 
yourself, but you play for your community. You look up to the kids who 
are older than you from your community, because they’re often a little bit 
better. You want to be where they are when you get older. You want to 
do good by your hometown,” he says. “This is your time to come and 
showcase yourself, your team, your friends, your family, what you can 
do. And you do that for your community.” 

It’s been years since anyone’s had that chance. After a successful 2019 
tournament in Mississauga, the Little NHL’s run was halted in 2020, just 
as the rest of the sports world was, by the pandemic. Nipissing First 
Nation was set to host the 49th tournament in March of that year, before 
the Little NHL’s leadership group made the difficult decision to cancel. 
Hopes then turned to a return in 2021, but they didn’t come to fruition, the 
pandemic raging on when the time came. Another new date was set for 
March 2022, but by January, another wave of COVID-19 was enveloping 
Ontario, forcing yet another cancellation. 

“It was absolutely heartbreaking,” says Jacko of the initial decision to 
cancel. “Because literally we were getting messages from folks that were 
already on the road, that people were driving.” 

For some communities, the trek to the tournament was a two- or three-
day journey. The Little NHL’s executive committee had held out hope as 
long as possible, but amid the uncertainty of the pandemic’s early wave, 
Jacko’s leadership team was forced to cancel just days before the 
opening ceremonies were set to begin. The NBA postponed its own 
campaign the next day. 

“We knew we had to do it. We knew we had to, because we could not 
risk putting the kids, the community members that were coming, the 
elders that were coming, the knowledge keepers coming to the 
tournament — there’s no way we could put them at risk,” Jacko says. 
“But it was really difficult to get those messages from community 
members who were saying, ‘I’ve already driven 12 hours’ or ‘I’ve already 
been on the ice road,’ and then for them to turn around and have to go 
back home, no tournament.” 

The cancellation of the 2022 tournament proved even more difficult. In 
the lead-up to the decision, a survey was sent to Little NHL participants 
to gauge their feelings on whether the event should go ahead, whether 
they were comfortable making that journey. One reply in particular stood 
out among the rest. “We had one response, it was a mom,” Jacko 
remembers. “She was writing on behalf of her son. And she shared that 
when the tournament was cancelled, she said her son was absolutely 
devastated. She said that he suffered with mental health, and that the 
only thing that he ever looked forward to, and was really excited about in 
life at the time, was the Little NHL. … It really shook us.” 

“Truth and reconciliation is going to mean 101 things to 101 people. For 
me, what is important is that the Little NHL demonstrates cohesiveness, 

pride — not just pride in our culture, but pride in everything we are, and 
who we are, and what we can do.” 

Still, another growing wave of infections and the announcement of a 
return to tighter restrictions left the team no choice — the tournament 
was cancelled once again. But the message from that mother stuck in 
Jacko’s mind, a stark reminder that she couldn’t allow the Little NHL to 
become another cherished part of the past lost to the pandemic. “It just 
really speaks to the need for the continuation of the Little NHL. It speaks 
to the need of having sports, generally speaking, and activities for kids, 
for their mental health. And it really also speaks to the impact that the 
Little NHL has on individual players,” she says. “We really sat and 
thought about that. … It was really sad. And we just said, ‘You know 
what? It just gives us that extra motivation to keep going with this 
tournament.’ Because I’m telling you, there were times, when we had to 
cancel the second time, I was starting to have doubts. 

“But this just really reinforced why we have to continue, why we have to 
have this for the kids.” 

This past March, the return of the Little NHL was announced, the 49th 
iteration finally set to take place in March 2023, hosted by Nipissing First 
Nation. 

For those who’ve waited so long for that return, it’s no mystery what’s 
been lost in the years since the 2019 tournament last brought everyone 
together. 

“Connection,” Peltier says. “Connection to ourselves, to other Indigenous 
people, to other people in general. Connection to culture. That’s what’s 
missed.” 

Also missed is all that the Little NHL means in relation to vital 
conversations of truth and reconciliation, conversations of resilience, 
resistance, and preservation. For its connection to that long, hard fight to 
preserve Indigenous joy. 

A patch from the second year of the tournament.  

“You know, truth and reconciliation is going to mean 101 things to 101 
people,” Peltier says. “For me, what is important is that [the Little NHL] 
demonstrates cohesiveness, pride — not just pride in our culture, but 
pride in everything we are, and who we are, and what we can do. Our 
ability to come together, and our willingness to come together.” 

It’s also a bridge, he says, to bring others together. 

“You don’t have to just be Indigenous to get to go watch the Little NHL, to 
go participate in the events. You can go there and you can be there and 
you can participate in everything that’s going on. … Doing that, it 
promotes awareness,” Peltier continues. “You hear it often, people 
saying, ‘We’re still here. We’re still fighting. We’re still proud. We’re still a 
strong people.’ And we are. With things like this, it amplifies that. And it 
does it in a way that maybe is not so formal, or so scary, to approach.” 

And so all eyes turn to March 2023, to the journey towards a reunion 
years in the making. For all those who take part, the Little NHL’s alumni 
can already predict what they’ll see. 

“It’s going to be a lot of cheering, a lot of happy faces, I’ll tell you that,” 
Ralf says. 

“Indigenous people will say it — we’ve said it once, we’ll say it a million 
times — we love to laugh. It’s medicine for us. It’s probably ingrained in 
our DNA,” Peltier says. “When I think about what I miss most about Little 
NHL, it’s getting to reconnect with all those people and share those 
laughs. 

“So, I think one of the best things will just be everybody getting that 
chance to reconnect. And I know for a fact, once that happens, 
everyone’s going to laugh.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Where is positional play in hockey going to go next? 

 

September 30, 2022, 3:06 PM 

 

If you’ve been following sports online over the past couple decades 
you’ve surely come across a niche of fans who advocate for a sort of 
hyper-progressive strategy or player deployment. 

Because of course, the game – all major sports really – is changing 
constantly, and they recognize it’s smart to be on the leading edge of 
those changes rather than be the bumbling squad bringing up the rear. 

But these fans who declare their “smart” fandom by pushing for 
progressive ideas often end up evangelizing some nonsensical (or at 
least impractical) ideas. For coaches, employing them is something like a 
contractor being handy some fanciful architectural blueprint only to 
realize “This building as drawn won’t actually stay standing.” 

In hockey, the progressive concept du jour is the lovely sounding phrase 
“positionless hockey,” which sounds like a sort of free range, organic, 
brown egg version of the game that one could charge a premium for. It’s 
praised as a near inevitability, and in theory, you can see why there 
would be a desire to see it through to its purported merits. 

I enjoyed this column by a great Leafs writer in Kevin McGran, called 
“The Leafs are toying with positionless hockey as they deal with injuries,” 
which is inspired by the Leafs plan to use Mitch Marner as a D-man at 
times in the future. (They need right shot guys, he’s played up top on the 
PP and he likes to rotate up there at 5-on-5 anyway.) 

I also enjoyed the piece by our own Luke Fox, who mentioned how the 
Marner trial signals “a baby-step towards position-free hockey.” I highlight 
these columns just to show that the idea is well embedded in mainstream 
coverage. 

I’ll allow that when fans who push for this type of hockey mention 
“positionless hockey” they may not mean it literally (at least not when 
confronted with how it looks in practice), but that they may mean 
interchangeable D and forwards, which is a concept pushing much closer 
to our current reality. 

If you call “interchangeable parts” (with “parts” being Ds and Fs) 
“positionless,” then you can make the case that the sport is positionless 
now. The Leafs themselves have wanted their D to pinch at the blues 
and their wingers to cover, and they’ve wanted their D to jump in the rush 
and all those other things that would extract the riches promised by 
positionless play. 

Undeniably, the slider bar has moved farther from players in bubble 
hockey tracks to the farm-raised, grass-fed style that’s held up as The 
Next Right Way to Play. 

So let’s take the blueprint and try to build the house on the ice here, and 
just see what it really means. 

Here are the parameters of reality: you get one goalie and five skaters. 
The object of the sport is to put more pucks into the opposing net than 
they shoot into yours. You are not confined by any sort of rule or law to 
use three forwards and two D. On the power play, teams have 
demonstrated a great willingness to deviate from that structure, as their 
oppositions have had less bodies, leading them to become less inclined 
to take their own offensive chances (allowing the PP to crank up their 
own risk dial). 

So to build a 5-on-5 structure out from scratch, I think you have to 
acknowledge that you still need a structure at all, while also accepting 
that certain people are best suited for certain roles, whether that be 
defending or creating offence. We all have strengths and weaknesses, 
right? 

Save $50 for a limited time! 

To get fans ready for puck drop, Sportsnet NOW is having a sale on the 
PREMIUM Annual Pass! Get your pass for $199.99 + tax (reg. $249.99) 
and stream over 1,000 national and out-of-market games. Sale ends Oct. 
23, 2022. 

REDEEM NOW 

On the “structure” thing: the game moves way too fast to not know where 
your teammates should be, so you can make reactionary plays without 
having to confirm their presence. Often you race for a puck knowing 
you’re going to get rocked just to poke it to somewhere you know a 
teammate is supposed to be. Hell, Justin Holl built a career doing literally 
that. 

It’s possible that at significantly lower levels the game moves consistently 
slow enough to look around and find your teammates before you make a 
play. But the best teams in the NHL thrive with what we call “buy in,” 
which is just a buzzword that means “trust that your teammates are 
where they’re supposed to be.” 

In their positions, if you will. 

Teams that don’t have “buy in” have players covering for players who 
don’t need covering, and guys trying to do two things at once because 
they don’t believe the guys around them have their own responsibilities 
covered. In the worst case, they don’t trust their goalie, and run out of 
position desperate to stop any shot, which opens up more dangerous 
shots. 

As a winger, there are low battles where you need to know you can kick 
the puck up the wall from a low scrum to a D-man who’s waiting at the 
blue. Your first touch on a low breakout comes with the assumption that 
there will be a centre supporting you low, allowing you to kick it to the 
middle to get the puck off the wall. You know that when your D gets 
active down the wall in the O-zone, it’s your job to cover and handle 
defending. You can’t always read and react, sometimes you have to use 
the accelerated thinking afforded by positional play. 

So with the speed and chaos of the NHL game making tentpole positions 
a valuable team asset, it doesn’t allow an NHL team to do something like 
what McGran notes the Raptors do (which has at times been somewhat 
positionless given their lack of a true center). 

So I find myself left to wonder, how much more “positionless” could the 
game get? 

I see the option for one or two “rovers,” a roster spot that could be filled 
by players with the uncommon abilities of a guy like Marner. But you’re 
always, always, always going to designate at least one player to hang 
back in case of disaster in hockey. 

You need that as a last line of defence to push the puck back into the 
play when it squirts out. Right away we’re establishing a must-have 
position, a “back” of some variety. If you think of it like pinball, there’s no 
doubt that having two guys back allows them to work like pinball flippers, 
launching the puck back up the surface where the scoring can be done. 

Given the obvious advantages of using two D — without them the walls 
are going to be simple breakout options for the opposition — you can 
make the case teams already employ a fairly aggressive strategy by only 
leaving two guys back. (We do see teams using a third forward high a lot, 
almost like a third D, which brings us back to the idea of a “rover,” which 
makes this whole thing look like another semantic argument centered 
around how to label a covering forward.) 

If you were to just use one designated defenceman, I can see teams — 
and maybe the Leafs a bit this season — allowing a “rover” to use their 
common sense, and basically be a uniquely active “second” D. A guy 
who is free to stay up in the offence, who would pull back as possession 
changes. In those scenarios you’d probably ask two guys to look for 
those possession changes and pull out as need be in case the other is 
caught deep, which happens easily when you commit to offence. 
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But now we’re creating essentially what we see now, a second D. Maybe 
a more active one than is common, and an F3. Odd man rushes against 
are exceedingly dangerous scoring chances, and I just don’t see any 
team ever saying “having a fourth forward in low scrums is worth the 
potential trade off of a 2-on-1 or 3-on-1 against. You’re just going to see 
two guys back by the nature of our game. 

I’ll note again that what this comes down to is sports fans quibbling about 
those semantics, on whether an active second D or more aggressive 
high forward is “positionless” or not. 

These conversations have value though. I think everyone in sports 
recognizes that team errors of the past have tended to be on the side of 
over-caution. We didn’t pull goalies early enough, NFL teams didn’t go 
for it on fourth down enough, and NBA teams didn’t shoot enough threes. 

If you take more chances on offence you may get to play more in the 
offensive end, which means defending less, and it means potentially 
putting more games out of reach rather than leaving them close. Offence 
is good, and sports are moving that way. 

But hockey is way too close to pinball to not keep a player or two or even 
three back (the latter of which may yet be a better way to create offence, 
if we really want to be open-minded to new ideas). The best teams still 
defend 40% of the time — when they get to playoffs and it’s just good 
teams, it’s more than that. So it really just comes down to how and when 
you want your players to rotate between playing forward or defence. 

Players like Cale Makar and Paul Coffey before him, player like Marner 
and Sergei Fedorov before him, these players make us wonder about 
“rovers,” and some kind of role beyond three forwards and two D. It’s 
crucial to be open to those potential options, and when you have a 
special talent like Makar and Coffey, look for unique ways to use them 
more. 

But with the nature of hockey, positions are the fabric on which creativity 
is woven. Being able to trust where your teammates are and will be 
requires stations and roles on the ice, which is exactly what positions are. 

“Positionless hockey,” as dreamt about may not actually be coming. But 
what has arrived is a willingness to entertain more aggressive ways to 
rotate. I think you’d recognize that as a smart thing, whatever your 
position on it. 
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